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Modern datacenters are the foundation of large scale Internet services, such as search engines, cloud computing and social networks. In this thesis, I will investigate the new challenges in building and managing large scale datacenters. Specifically, I will show trends and challenges in the software stack, the hardware stack and the network stack of modern datacenters, and propose new approaches to cope with these challenges.

In the software stack, there is a movement to serverless computing where cloud customers can write short-lived functions to run their workloads in the cloud without the hassle of managing servers. Yet the storage stack has not changed to accommodate serverless workloads. We build a storage system called Savanna that significantly improves the serverless applications performance. In the hardware stack, with the end of Moore’s Law, researchers are proposing disaggregated datacenters with pools of standalone resource blades. These resource blades are directly connected by the network fabric, and I will present the requirements of building such a network fabric. Lastly, in the network stack, new congestion control algorithms are proposed (e.g. pFabric) to reduce the flow completion time. However, these algorithms require specialized hardware to achieve desirable performance. I designed pHost, a simple end-host based congestion control scheme that has comparable performance with pFabric without any specialized hardware support.
To my advisors, friends and my family who made this possible.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

By the end of 2017, roughly 4 billion people are connected by the Internet \cite{8} and a large portion of Internet traffic goes to datacenters. With the continuous growth of Internet traffic towards datacenters, investment on datacenters will surge in the next few years. Cisco estimates that the number of hyperscale datacenters will grow from 338 (end of year 2016) to 628 in five years \cite{4}. For Internet services, such as search engines, cloud computing platforms, online social networks, building high performance and low cost datacenters is the crux to their business. For example, Google is continuing expanding its datacenters globally \cite{6}. Beyond building new datacenters, various cloud service providers are embracing new architectures \cite{22,50,72} and technologies \cite{47,60,69,86} in their datacenters.

Modern datacenters are of large scale which introduces new challenges in terms of performance, cost, scaling, and management. In this thesis, we focus on several aspects of these challenges and propose multiple solutions to address them. First, while virtual machines provide strong performance isolation and security, the overhead incurred at the hypervisor layer is not negligible. This hinders the deployment of many applications in the cloud simply because of the performance overhead and the startup latency of virtual machines. Further, for users less experienced with cloud, setting up and managing a cloud environment is an extremely challenging task. This calls for a new software architecture with higher performance and lower barriers to entry. Second, Moore’s Law has ended in the past few years and it becomes harder to scale within a single machine (i.e., building a CPU with many cores or with a high capacity memory controller). Thus, a more scalable and efficient new hardware stack is needed to overcome these new architecture constraints, such as the memory wall \cite{139}. Lastly, with the growth of data intensive applications \cite{51,92,142}, there is a non-trivial bandwidth demand within datacenters. Effectively dealing with different forms of congestion \cite{106,138} without losing fairness is the new challenge.

1.1 New trends in modern datacenters

We observe multiple trends in the modern datacenters.
CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION

Serverless Computing. Virtual machines are inherently heavy weight and hard to manage. Recent advances in light weight container isolation [47, 86] provides an efficient alternative for virtualization. Instead of creating virtualized hardware, containers create virtualized operating systems, hence they are more light weight and simpler to deploy. With container isolation, software execution environment could be deployed with container images at extremely low latency. Compared to virtual machines which often take minutes to deploy, containers can be deployed in seconds or even subseconds. This enables serverless computing where cloud customers can submit function handlers to the cloud, and the cloud simply executes these functions in the containers. The containers not only provide a light weight execution environment, but also offer performance isolation between different cloud customers. With serverless computing, cloud customers do not need to install software stack on virtual machines, manage cluster scaling, and deal with fault tolerance. Instead, they can simply focus on implementing the business logic and offload the complexity of distributed computing to the cloud. Currently, all major cloud vendors have their own serverless offering [22, 24, 58] and there are many open source efforts on private serverless clouds [64, 100].

Disaggregated Datacenters. Modern datacenters are composed of servers, connected by the datacenter network fabric. However, the Moore’s Law has ended and servers are becoming harder to scale. Therefore, driven by the hardware architecture community, a new disaggregated datacenter design is emerging. Instead of building servers with tightly coupled resources (i.e., CPU, memory, disk, NIC), a disaggregated datacenter is composed of resource blades that only contain one type of resource. This overcomes multiple architectural difficulties in terms of performance and power scaling. For example, the memory capacity wall [139] limits the capacity of on-board memory controllers – a high capacity memory controller incurs high access latency – making the tight integration of CPU and memory unsustainable. As a result, a disaggregated datacenter design would significantly simplify the motherboard design and enables individual server components to evolve independently. From the datacenter operators’ perspective, disaggregated datacenter loosens the locality constraints between compute, storage and other components, hence offers new ways for datacenter resource provisioning and scheduling.

Priority-based Flow Scheduling. Datacenter fabric needs to handle a mixture of distinct workloads. These workloads often have various performance objectives. For example, for short flows generated by interactive queries and RPCs, achieving low latency is the major objective, while for large flows generated by data analytics applications, high throughput is more important. However, in a datacenter with a mixture of short flows and long flows, TCP will attempts to fairly allocate bandwidth to short flows and long flows. Even worse, because of TCP’s slow start behavior and the high bandwidth delay product in modern datacenters, short flows finish before achieving their fair share. Therefore, in a datacenter, the ideal flow scheduling policy is to give priority to short flows so that they finish faster. At a first look, this policy seems to hurt fairness. However, a recent paper called pFabric [16] shows that giving higher priority to short flows improves short flow latency without hurting long flow performance. pFabric schedules flows by prioritizing those packets with the lowest remaining flow size at the switch queue. The simple scheduling scheme achieves near optimal performance in multiple datacenter workloads.
1.2 Architecting future datacenters

While these new trends could effectively overcome multiple limitations in previous datacenter designs, they introduce several new challenges. This thesis is an attempt to address the challenges by re-architecting the datacenter at the software stack, hardware stack and network stack.

**Enhanced Serverless Computing.** Serverless architecture is initially designed for short-lived event-based applications such as web serving and image processing. Recently, serverless computing has gain traction on applications such as data analytics, machine learning, and sensor data processing due to its management benefits. These emerging applications often have higher concurrency and throughput requirements. With more parallel threads running on the cloud, failures are common and fault-tolerance becomes a new requirement as well. With these new requirements, current serverless offerings fall short due to a lack of transaction service, cache service, and fault recovery service.

Although each of these individual services exists in the current cloud computing environment, using them requires extra expertise, which is a departure from serverless computing’s ease of use philosophy. Further, the interaction between various services requires extra attention of the developers. For example, the programmer must hand over the locks from the transaction service to the recovery service so that the file locks can be successfully obtained on recovery run.

Instead of providing multiple APIs for different cloud services, we provide a unified and simplified interface to serverless users that encapsulates all the required services. More specifically, we propose Savanna that inserts a shim layer between the serverless applications and the storage. From the applications’ perspective, Savanna is another storage layer, hence it is easy for programmers to use. From the storage’s perspective, Savanna is just another application, so no API modification is needed. By unifying the transaction service, cache service, and fault recovery service, functions in Savanna can be abstracted as a single transaction, data objects in Savanna can be accessed faster, and data loss due to machine failure can be recovered automatically.

**Network Requirements for Resource Disaggregation.** As we have discussed, resource disaggregation has multiple benefits on hardware design, resource provisioning and scheduling. Therefore, many companies are working on disaggregated datacenter prototypes [72, 96, 126]. Since resource blades (i.e., CPU, memory and disk blades) are spread across the entire datacenter, the intra-server traffic (i.e., CPU-memory traffic) in server-centric datacenters is now inter-server traffic. Therefore, network fabric performance becomes the crux of disaggregated datacenters. To provide guaranteed high network performance, many existing disaggregation prototypes require specialized hardware, such as PCI-e network, silicon photonics, to connect the resource blades. While using specialized hardware assures performance, it could significantly increase the cost of the system. Therefore, we investigate if it is feasible to build disaggregated datacenters using commodity network equipment. We found that current commodity hardware is sufficient for resource disaggregation, but the current OS software stack is not. However, there are feasible solutions to overcome the performance limitations in the software stack.
Priority-based Congestion Control at Endhost. pFabric provides a promising mechanism for datacenter congestion control. However, pFabric relies on switches to implement priority queues – a feature that is not available in current switches. This makes pFabric hard to be deployed in datacenters.

To address this problem, we design pHost, a scheme that allows priority-based congestion control without specialized switches. pHost assumes full bisection bandwidth and this makes the design extremely simple – a flow receiver issues a token to a sender when it has free bandwidth, and a sender can only send a packet when it receives a token from a receiver recently. By sending a token, the receiver is reserving bandwidth for a short period to the packet sender. pHost can implement arbitrary flow scheduling policy by selecting which flow to issue token to (at the receiver) and which flow’s token to consume (at the sender). For example, shortest remaining flow size scheduling can be achieved by selecting the currently shortest flow at both the sender and receiver side. This simple design can meet pFabric’s performance without using commodity switches.

1.3 Contributions

This thesis investigates various aspects of current datacenter architecture – including software architecture, hardware architecture and network architecture – and proposes multiple solutions to address some problems. The contributions of the thesis include the following:

- The design and implementation of Savanna, an architecture that provides an unified API that encapsulates key cloud computing features such as consistency, caching, and fault tolerance. With Savanna, serverless programmers can simply use a file-like API to do I/O and achieve high performance. Our evaluation shows that Savanna improves application performance between $1.4 \times$ to $6.4 \times$. Besides performance, Savanna guarantees per function snapshot isolation, a consistency model widely used in modern databases. On hardware failures, Savanna can automatically replay failed execution and can recover all lost states using the tracked lineage. Savanna is used by machine learning researchers at UC Berkeley and is open sourced for the community.

- A preliminary study on the network requirements for resource disaggregation. By creating a Linux kernel block device driver as a swap device, we emulate an environment where applications can use remote memory inside a datacenter. By placing bandwidth and latency constraints on the block device driver, we discover that roughly 100Gbps bandwidth and 3$\mu$s end-to-end latency are needed for the evaluated applications. We found that with network technologies such as RDMA and cut-through switching, modern datacenter hardware is sufficient to meet the aforementioned requirements. However, we do need to redesign the OS stack to reduce the software overhead. Lastly, we have open sourced our emulator for future researchers to evaluate on other workloads.

- The design of the pHost congestion control protocol. pHost has an extremely simple design that only requires changes at the endhosts. pHost can achieve near optimal flow completion
time performance without using specialized hardware. This makes priority-based congestion control practical in modern datacenters. Again, pHost is open sourced for future researches on datacenter congestion control.

1.4 Dissertation Plan

The rest of the dissertation is organized as follows. In Chapter 2 we describe in detail on current datacenter architecture. Chapter 3 describes the design and implementation of the Savanna system [56]. In Chapter 4 we demonstrate how we obtain the network requirements for resource disaggregation in current datacenters [54]. In Chapter 5 we present the pHost [55] design and evaluation. Finally, in Chapter 6 we discuss the future research directions and conclude the thesis.
Chapter 2

Background

We describe the current status quo in modern datacenters and how new technology trends are affecting the architecture of future datacenters.

2.1 Light-weight Virtualization

Previous virtualization technologies are based on virtual machines. In the Infrastructure as a Service (IaaS) cloud, cloud vendors rent virtual machines to the cloud customer. A virtual machine creates a virtualized hardware environment, and it provides isolation and security. The virtual machine software is often called hypervisor. Popular hypervisor software includes Xen [32], VMWare VSphere 1, Hyper-V 2. Virtual machines enable safe and fair sharing of a physical machine to multiple users by creating virtual machines.

Container isolation [47, 86] is a new form of virtualization, where a container only virtualizes operating system rather than hardware. Containers are introduced because of the following new features in Linux kernel:

- **Kernel namespace** allows isolation between processes where processes in different namespaces see different sets of resources, such as CPU cores, partition mounts, network, inter-process communication. This provides the isolation feature for virtualization.

- **Cgroup** or control group allows fine grained resource sharing between processes in different namespace. By defining resource allocation policies, fairness can be guaranteed.

- **UnionFS** is a file system that allows files and directories in multiple file systems to form a single coherent file system. This allows efficient storage layer virtualization and fast execution environment deployment.

---

1 https://www.vmware.com/products/vsphere.html
2 https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/virtualization/hyper-v-on-windows/about/
The light-weight virtualization technology is the enabler for serverless computing because short-lived serverless functions are less tolerant to high startup overhead.

2.2 Existing Disaggregation Prototypes

Existing resource disaggregation prototypes include HP The Machine [126], Huawei NUWA [96], Facebook Disaggregated Rack [50], Intel Rack Scale Architecture [72]. These designs often assume rack-scale resource disaggregation where resource blades only communicate with other resource blades in the same rack. Our evaluation in Chapter 4 is more general where both rack-scale and datacenter-scale disaggregation are evaluated.

![Figure 2.1: Intel RSA Design](image)

Next, we discuss the design of Intel RSA (Rack Scale Architecture) and use it as an example to motivate our research. Figure 2.1 shows the architecture of Intel RSA. A rack is composed of resource blades rather than individual servers, and the resource blades are directly connected by the high speed data interconnect. A POD (a collection of racks) manager is connected to the management network to schedule the resources inside a POD. RSA exposes the northbound API of the POD manager to popular cluster orchestration software such as OpenStack.

Current RSA’s network fabric is based on the PCIe direct attach technology. We believe this is critical to RSA’s performance. However, our evaluation in Chapter 4 shows that current commodity network components are sufficient to meet the bandwidth and latency requirements of resource disaggregation.
2.3 pFabric

pFabric \cite{16} is a flow scheduling mechanism that achieves close to optimal performance. Although pFabric requires specialized switch hardware that implements priority queues, its design is extremely simple. In pFabric, each endhost puts a number in the packet header indicating its priority. For example, the remaining flow size is used in their evaluation. Note that in this case smaller priority number has higher priority. The switch queue always dequeues the packet with the smallest priority number. In the case that the queue is full, the packet with the largest priority number in the queue is dropped unless the newly arrived packet has the largest priority number. In pFabric, flows always send at line rate and rely on packet drop to schedule flows.

Previous research \cite{31} has established that SRPT (shortest remaining processing time) scheduling achieves lowest average job completion time. Therefore, pFabric can achieve close-to-optimal performance. However, pFabric requires specialized switch hardware that implements the priority queues, which makes the design impractical. In Chapter \ref{chap:5} we identified that it is not necessary to have priority queues inside the switch since most of the datacenters have full bisection bandwidth or they are not severely congested at the core. Therefore, using endhost-based schedule should be sufficient to achieve comparable performance as pFabric.
Chapter 3

An Architectural Extension for Serverless Computing

3.1 Introduction

While virtual machines have been the mainstay for cloud computing over the past decade, recent advances in lightweight isolation using containers have led to the emergence of serverless computation as a new paradigm [22, 24, 58, 100]. Serverless computation allows customers to write applications composed of light-weight, short-lived functions triggered by events. The cloud provider is responsible for allocating resources and launching these containers when appropriate, freeing the customer from the task of provisioning and maintaining long-lived virtual machines. At present, all major cloud providers (including Amazon AWS, Microsoft Azure, Google GCE, and IBM) support serverless computation, and open source efforts such as OpenLambda [64], and OpenWhisk [100] allow private clusters to implement serverless computation.

Serverless architectures benefit both cloud providers and customers. For providers, serverless computing enables fine-grained resource allocation and scheduling, which in turn leads to improved resource utilization and lower costs. For customers, serverless computing provides seamless elastic scaling. As a result, cloud providers have promoted the use of serverless computing by implementing fine-grained pricing (e.g., AWS Lambda customers are charged at the granularity of 100ms units) and this architecture has been increasingly adopted by a variety of companies (e.g., Coca Cola, Expedia, Samsara, EA, and others [116]).

The serverless architecture is particularly well-suited for event-based applications where event handlers are short-lived and stateless. As a result, the initial usage of serverless computing was focused on applications like web serving [116, 118], image and video compression [52, 66], and triggering builds [45]. However, due to its ease of deployment and its seamless elasticity, the serverless paradigm has been increasingly used outside of this event-based arena. For instance, serverless computing has recently been used for data analytics [20], machine learning [75], and sensor data processing [21, 117].
CHAPTER 3. AN ARCHITECTURAL EXTENSION FOR SERVERLESS COMPUTING

While the current serverless computing offerings are near-ideal for event-based applications with stateless event handlers, they do not provide support for more general forms of distributed computing. In particular, this broader set of uses would benefit from mechanisms that:

- Provide faster file I/O, because many of these new uses involve frequent file accesses.
- Handle failures in a more systematic manner, because these new uses often involve large-scale computations where failures are commonplace.
- Ensure correctness during concurrent file accesses, because these new uses often have multiple writers and readers of data.

Of course, we have long known how to address each of these issues independently; the literature is replete with standalone and general-purpose solutions for locking [40, 68], for augmenting storage with in-memory caches [80, 101], and for adding fault-tolerance to applications [120, 142]. In contrast, here we present an alternative approach called Savanna that merely inserts a single shim layer between the (serverless) applications and the storage system that provides all three of these functions in a unified and simplified manner.

Savanna is unified because, rather than providing separate interfaces for each functionality, it merely exposes a slightly modified file system abstraction. This is natural because Savanna lives between applications and storage, and so looks like a file system to the application and looks like an application to storage. The modifications are necessary to enforce consistency and failure recovery.

Savanna is simplified because, rather than supplying a fully general version of each functionality, Savanna is tailored to serverless applications (which are stateless, so can be aborted and restarted at will). This allows us to enforce a particular consistency model (snapshot isolation) with a simple locking mechanism.

By placing this functionality in between compute and storage, we have made Savanna independent of the processing framework used by an application. Thus, while in some computing frameworks (e.g., MapReduce and Spark) the failure recovery and consistency mechanisms are tied to a particular programming model, our approach here has no such limitation, enabling Savanna to be used by a wide range of applications. Also, Savanna only requires modification on the cloud service provider side.

We evaluate the generality of our approach by porting a variety of existing serverless applications and the PyWren [75] framework to use Savanna. We found that using Savanna improves application performance by $1.4 \times - 6.4 \times$ across these use cases. Finally, Savanna is publicly available on Github [1] and is currently in use by machine learning researchers at our institution.

[https://git.io/savanna-serverless]
3.2 Background

We first give a brief overview of serverless applications, and then discuss what more recent uses of serverless computing would want from a serverless framework.

3.2.1 Serverless Applications

A serverless application consists of several named functions and a set of triggers. Each named function is implemented in a language supported by the cloud provider’s serverless runtime and is registered with the cloud provider (thereby associating it with a name). A trigger is a tuple specifying a function name and an event that should trigger the execution of the named function. Cloud providers allow triggers to specify a variety of events, including file creation, file modification, REST API calls, and HTTP accesses.

In the rest of this chapter we refer to a particular execution of a named function (triggered by an event) as an invocation, and use the term job to refer to a set of invocations associated with the same overall goal. An invocation is dispatched by a coordinator and is executed on any available server. Each invocation can run for a bounded period of time (between 5–10 minutes depending on provider) after which it is killed.

Invocations are executed within a container which is responsible for providing isolation and ensuring that different invocations of the same function run within a consistent environment. Cloud providers do not allow developers to specify placement constraints or preferences. However, serverless infrastructures rely on container reuse to reduce latency when handling an event; as a result invocations from the same user are commonly placed on the same server. Therefore, container reuse help us improve the efficiency of our caching strategy.

Since invocations are short-lived, named functions are stateless and must rely on external storage services for any long-lived state. In current serverless architectures, named functions commonly make use of blob stores such as Amazon’s S3, Azure’s Blob Store, and Google Cloud Store, and rely on third party libraries (e.g., Boto) to save and retrieve state.

3.2.2 New Serverless Workloads

Serverless computing frees users from having to allocate virtual machines or containers, and from configuring the software stack. As a result several academic and industrial efforts are looking at moving new workloads – such as data analytics and machine learning – to serverless environments. These efforts include: PyWren, a framework for scientific computing users to use the cloud; Databricks Serverless, a commercial effort to enable data analytics in serverless environments; efforts by Google and Amazon enabling serverless deployment of TensorFlow, a popular machine learning framework; and Amazon’s AWS GreenGrass, a service that enables IoT devices

---

2For example AWS Lambda supports functions written in Python, Node.js, C# and Java. Similarly, Google’s Cloud Functions supports Node.js; and Azure supports C#, F#, PHP, Python, Bash and PowerShell.
to invoke Lambda functions for processing sensor data. These emerging applications have placed new requirements on serverless computing.

### 3.2.3 Requirements from New Workloads

Serverless computing is commonly used for short-lived event responses, which typically have low concurrency and I/O intensity. For these uses, the current serverless storage solutions (using blob stores) are sufficient. However, many of the more general serverless workloads involve higher concurrency and require better I/O performance, and current cloud blob stores fall short of providing the desired consistency, fault tolerance, and high throughput (as noted in [75]). We discuss each of these issues below.

**Consistency.** Cloud blob stores, such as Amazon S3 and Google Cloud Storage, provide a read-after-create consistency model\(^3\). This only guarantees that a newly created file is visible immediately by others; updates to a file are only eventually consistent (i.e., there are no guarantees about when updates are visible to readers, nor that they become visible to different readers at the same time). This model has been sufficient for short-lived applications with limited concurrency. However, for more heavyweight applications with a higher degree of concurrency, this loose consistency model can lead to incorrect executions.

A layer between compute and storage is the logical place to enforce the locking primitives needed to enforce various forms of consistency. As we describe in §3.3.5, Savanna utilizes locking to enforce snapshot isolation.

**Fault-Tolerance.** Failures are common in the cloud environment, especially for large parallel jobs using thousands of cores. While current serverless compute framework, such as Amazon Lambda, retries the invocation on a failure [10], the current serverless storage model does nothing to help applications recover data from such failures. For instance, if a named function begins its execution, stores some intermediate results in a shared file, and then fails before completion, the blob store will be left in an indeterminate state with no way to reconstruct the version of the shared file as it existed before the invocation of that named function. Thus, one would have to restart the entire job from scratch. Obviously, upon a failure, one would prefer to only restart the failed invocations instead of the entire job. This would require invocations to be atomic; either they run completely and their results are visible to all, or they fail and none of their results are visible.

Since this atomicity is not supported by current serverless offerings, developers would need to implement the logic (including logging and undo functionality) required to rollback the effects of any failed invocations before restarting them, which increases application complexity and decreases performance.

In serverless architectures, a layer between compute and storage can control which reads and writes are allowed, and when writes are made visible to others in the persistent storage. Further,\(^3\) Azure Storage has a stronger notion of consistency, but it is per-file. As we discuss later in §3.3.3, our notion of consistency – snapshot isolation – applies across files.
cloud providers have fine-grained control over the scheduling and invocation of a named function, so that invocations can be restarted when necessary. Thus, as we show in §3.3.5 this allows Savanna to provide fault tolerance to applications.

**I/O Throughput.** Compared to a local file system or a cluster file system (e.g., HDFS, Ceph), where compute and storage can reside on the same server, a cloud blob store is of larger scale and is typically disaggregated from the compute resources. Since a named function is stateless, all of its outputs must be persisted to the cloud blob store after it finishes. However, the access to the blob storage has limited throughput. For instance, a recent measurement [75] showed that Amazon limits the throughput of a connection to S3 to around 30MB/s, and Azure Blob Store has a 60MB/s limitation [26]. Further, Amazon imposes a limitation of 100 PUT and 300 GET requests per second per customer [113], which reduces shuffle performance of MapReduce jobs because shuffle between \( m \) mappers and \( n \) reducers can generate \( m \times n \) shuffle files.

The decoupling of compute and storage increases the ease of programming, but it comes at performance cost. In order to overcome both the natural limitations of accessing remote storage (losing locality), and the imposed limitations (as described above), Savanna includes a simple caching layer that resides on the server. This makes I/O faster, and reduces the load on the cloud blob store, meeting the needs of both users and cloud providers.

### 3.3 Savanna Design

Savanna provides a simple and unified file API (§3.3.1) to the programmers, and encapsulates the complexity of consistency, fault-tolerance and caching in the interface. Savanna relies on a traditional blob store for durable storage and we assume that values written to a blob store by Savanna are not modified by any external application.

To achieve the various fault-tolerance and consistency properties, which we describe in more detail below, we impose several constraints on programs. However, in each case these are either straightforward, or similar to the constraints imposed by stream processing frameworks such as Spark [143], Flink [51], and Naiad [92]. These constraints are:

- We assume that named functions are deterministic (when rerun with the same inputs, they produce the same outputs).
- We assume that if a named function accesses data outside of Savanna, such data is either immutable or does not affect its outputs.
- We assume that Savanna can detect an invocation’s successful completion (referred to as an invocation commit, which naturally happens when the named function returns), and an invocation’s failure (referred to as an abort, which happens if the named function throws an exception or fails to return before some preconfigured timeout value; in the latter case, Savanna explicitly kills the named function).
• We assume that inputs to a named function can be recreated; thus, input files must not be deleted until changes have been committed to the backend blob store, or services like Kafka [76] must be used to log stream events.

Moreover, similar to existing distributed frameworks, we assume fail-stop behavior for server errors, and do not handle byzantine behavior due to partial failures of servers. This can be enforced using either the watchdog daemon in Linux or through the use of failure detectors such as Falcon [79].

3.3.1 Programming Model

Each invocation in Savanna is assigned a logical start time that is globally unique and monotonically increasing (i.e., an invocation that arrives earlier by wall clock time has a lower start time).

Savanna appears as a new file API to serverless developers, with functions that can be used to open or close files, create a new file, read from a file and write to a file. Syntactically, these functions look identical to existing file system and storage APIs, but have different semantics as listed below:

• **Open**: An invocation can successfully open a file if the file has not been written to by an invocation with a later logical start time. An invocation aborts when a file cannot be opened due to this requirement, and is restarted by the fault handling mechanism (§3.3.5).

• **Read**: We do not modify the semantics of read, but prefetch data to improve performance.

• **Write**: All writes from an invocation are buffered, and become visible if and only if the invocation commits. To avoid aborting invocations that have successfully completed, we use a per-file reader-writer lock to ensure that any invocation that opens a file for writing has exclusive access to the file. Finally we also guarantee atomicity for writes ensuring that either all of an invocation’s writes are visible (to other invocations) or none of them are visible.

3.3.2 Savanna Components

The semantics described above are implemented using a centralized metadata coordinator and a set of distributed Savanna agents (Figure 3.1).

**Metadata Coordinator.** The centralized metadata coordinator is shared by users and jobs, and is responsible for tracking invocation metadata, such as which named function is being run in an invocation, what server the invocation is running on, and its inputs, wall clock start time, and logical

---

4We inherit our access control policies from the cloud provider’s blob store, but in what follows we assume that invocations have permission to access the relevant files.
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Figure 3.1: Savanna consists of a logically centralized metadata coordinator and a set of distributed Savanna agents, and relies on the cloud provider’s blob store for durable storage.

start time. The metadata coordinator also implements an atomic counter that is used to allocate logical start times for a new invocation; in our current implementation this is a simple counter and the logical start time corresponds to the order in which invocations arrive at the metadata coordinator.

The metadata coordinator is also responsible for tracking file metadata, in particular (a) the location of a file, which can either be a server (where data is cached) or a blob identifier in a blob storage service like S3, (b) the logical start time of the last modifying invocation, (c) the files which were accessed by the last invocation that wrote to that file (which we refer to loosely as lineage), and (d) the per-file reader-writer lock used to ensure exclusive access for writers. Since an invocation can only run for a bounded length of time, all locks in the metadata coordinator act as leases [59] (i.e., they are released after a timeout period). This ensures that file locks are eventually released despite server failure or network partitions. Finally, we note that the metadata coordinator can be distributed (for fault tolerance or scaling) using standard replicated state machine (RSM) based techniques; however our implementation currently uses a centralized version. While our system can be extended to survive metadata coordinator failures by reconstructing state from the blob store and Savanna agents, for simplicity our current design assumes that we do not lose content stored in the metadata coordinator.

Savanna Agent. We run a Savanna agent on each server in the datacenter; these Savanna agents are responsible for coordinating with the metadata coordinator for file accesses, detecting when an invocation commits or aborts, and implementing Savanna’s caching layer as described in §3.3.4. When a named function is invoked, the Savanna agent communicates with the metadata coordinator to record metadata for this invocation and to retrieve the current logical time. Invocations communicate with the Savanna agent when performing file operations. The Savanna agent communicates with the centralized metadata coordinator whenever an invocation attempts to open a file, and aborts the invocation if the file cannot be opened without violating the semantics specified in §3.3.1.

All file writes are buffered by the Savanna agent in an invocation-specific buffer that cannot
be accessed by any other invocation in the system. When an invocation signals that it has finished running and can commit, then the Savanna agent persists changes in this buffer and appropriately updates file metadata. Whenever an invocation signals completion (i.e., signals that it can commit or must abort) the Savanna agent uses standard mechanisms to kill the invocation and release all file locks held by the invocation. Finally the Savanna agent is also responsible for implementing Savanna’s cache (§3.3.4).

The metadata coordinator and Savanna agents described above implement the semantics described in §3.3.1, and as we show next these semantics are sufficient to provide snapshot isolation and fault tolerance.

### 3.3.3 Consistency

Named Functions in Savanna are assumed to be written in an imperative language (e.g., Python), and we assume that the set of files accessed by a named function cannot be determined statically. Given this limitation we cannot provide strict serializability without sacrificing all concurrency in the system. As a result, we instead provide snapshot isolation, a weaker consistency guarantee which ensures that all writes made by an invocation are atomically visible (i.e., another invocation either sees all of the writes made by the invocation, or none of them), and that the invocation only reads data that was written before it started. A recent survey [28][29] found that snapshot isolation is the strongest form of isolation implemented by several commercial databases (including Oracle and SAP Hana). Therefore, Savanna’s consistency guarantees should be sufficient for most serverless applications. As we show in §3.5 for many applications our implementation imposes minimal overhead when compared to the current serverless architecture. However, snapshot isolation might affect the performance of applications with significant write contention. But any application with contended writes needs to coordinate file access to avoid overwriting changes, and the same coordination mechanisms can be used to prevent aborts in Savanna, thereby improving performance.

Snapshot isolation ensures two properties:

- **Snapshot reads:** an invocation cannot read data written by a future invocation, and
- **Atomicity:** writes from an incomplete or aborted invocation are never read by another invocation.

Atomicity is trivially satisfied by Savanna’s semantics (§3.3.1). To see that Savanna also provides snapshot reads, consider two committing invocations \( a_0 \) and \( a_1 \) with logical start times \( t_0 \) and \( t_1 \). Further consider the case where \( t_0 < t_1 \) and \( a_0 \) reads from some file \( f \), while \( a_1 \) writes to the same file \( f \). We claim that \( a_0 \) cannot read changes to \( f \) made by \( a_1 \). This is of course trivially true in any case where \( a_0 \) commits before \( a_1 \) starts. In the case where \( a_0 \) and \( a_1 \) run concurrently the reader-writer lock serializes access to the file and one of \( a_0 \) or \( a_1 \) needs to commit before the other can proceed. Consistency is trivially satisfied if \( a_0 \) commits before \( a_1 \). However, if \( a_1 \) commits first then \( a_0 \) must abort due to the semantics of open as defined in §3.3.1. Finally, if \( a_1 \) commits
before $a_0$ starts then the open semantics ensure that $a_0$ will abort when it attempts to open $f$. Thus we can see that Savanna ensures that any committed invocation with logical start time $t_0$ must have only read data written by an invocation whose start time was less than $t_0$.

### 3.3.4 Caching

Savanna relies on caching to reduce the latency of accessing a blob store. We decided to place a shared-cache on each named function server rather than a local cache inside each container or a lookaside blob cache for the following reasons. Placing the cache on the hosting server rather than inside the containers maximizes sharing between containers and different containers can share the cache with zero overhead. Comparing with a lookaside blob cache, Savanna’s design enables colocation of compute and data, where named functions can be placed on the server with its input data.

Savanna lazily synchronizes cached objects to the backend blob store by the Savanna agent. Invocations always write data to the local cache and attempt to read data from the local cache. If the file does not exist in the local cache, the Savanna agent contacts the metadata coordinator to obtain the address of a neighbor Savanna agent who has the most updated version of the file. The local Savanna agent connects to the neighbor Savanna agent to obtain a copy of the file. In cases where the most recent copy of the file is available in the blob store, a local Savanna agent can choose to fetch the file by either accessing a cached copy on another Savanna agent or by directly accessing the blob store. Finally, Savanna agents also implement prefetching, which we found to be useful for applications that rely on sequential data access.

### 3.3.5 Fault Tolerance

Our fault tolerance mechanisms are implemented by both the Savanna agent and the metadata coordinator, and are designed to ensure that (a) invocations are retried until an event is successfully processed, (b) file locks are eventually released, and (c) data is not lost due to server failures or other events that result in parts of the cache being lost. Note that we assume the backend blob store is durable and as a result our fault tolerance mechanisms do not handle failures in the blob store.

In Savanna, invocations might fail or be aborted before they have committed, but we now argue that they will have no externally visible effect on Savanna’s persistent storage system. When an invocation aborts, the Savanna agent contacts the metadata coordinator to record a new invocation of the same named function with the same inputs. Note this new invocation has a different \textit{start time} than the aborted invocation, and hence operates on a different snapshot of the storage system. The Savanna agent then retries this invocation on the same server.\footnote{As is standard, we report an error and halt processing if an event requires more than a configured number of invocations to be processed.} An invocation may also fail to be processed due to failures in the server where the event was being processed. We handle this by having the metadata coordinator trigger a recover invocation for an invocation whose metadata has not been updated by an Savanna agent within a configurable period of time. Since invocations...
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Event</th>
<th>Cause</th>
<th>Action</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Abort</td>
<td>Violating snapshot read</td>
<td>Restart on the same machine with new start time</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fail</td>
<td>Server failure</td>
<td>Recover the invocation and any failed ancestor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>invocations with their old start time</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3.1: Two types of named function restart

can run for bounded time this retry clock can be aggressively set to be only slightly larger than the invocation runtime, thus improving the system’s responsiveness to server failures. Table 3.1 summarizes the behavior under abort and fail.

Finally, we rely on lineage-based reconstruction to handle data loss due to server failures. This avoids expensive replication-based data recovery [101] and reduces cluster memory usage. Savanna stores multiple versions of a file, and uses previous versions to recover from data loss. When writing a modified version of the file, the Savanna agent includes a list of all files accessed by the invocation and their last modified times. Upon observing data loss, Savanna uses this information to recreate the file as follows: first, it looks up the file’s last modified time to find the appropriate invocation metadata which records information about the event that triggered the change, and the named function that was activated; next, it launches a recovery task on a Savanna agent by providing it with (a) the invocation metadata and (b) the file’s lineage; finally the Savanna agent executes the invocation using the versions of files recorded in the lineage rather than the current (potentially newer) versions. Furthermore, reads and writes for a recovery invocation are guaranteed to not abort since it is emulating the behavior of a previously committed invocation. Since we assume that invocations are idempotent and deterministic this recreates lost data.

3.4 Implementation

Savanna’s core code is implemented using C++, and a Python client is provided to the programmer to use the Savanna API. Savanna is a generic extension designed to work with any serverless framework. To demonstrate its portability, we have integrated Savanna into two popular open source serverless frameworks – OpenWhisk [100] and PyWren [75] – with little effort. We have made Savanna source code available on Github for future research and development. For a better understanding of the implementation details, we discuss some critical optimizations that improves Savanna’s performance in this section.

Savanna Metadata Coordinator. The metadata coordinator must be able to handle thousands of concurrent connections in parallel. We use epoll along with a thread pool to manage the connections, and the power of two choices [90] rule is used to assign new connections to threads. To maintain a dictionary of file metadata with frequent insertion, the concurrent hash map in Intel Thread Building Blocks [73] (TBB) is used. This is found to be useful for write heavy workloads.

Savanna Agent. The Savanna agent is in charge of fetching data from S3 if a file is not cached.
A process pool is used to fetch the data and feeds the data to the invocation that consumes the data. This enables better compute and I/O pipelining, which improves application performance in practice. We limit the size of the process pool to 3 per invocation such that we do not exceed the cloud blob store’s (e.g., S3) request rate limit.

**Cache Storage.** Savanna can be configured to store cached files in shared memory or a local disk-based file system. Using a disk-based file system does not significantly degrade Savanna’s performance due to modern file systems’ write-back behavior – a file is cached in memory before it is written to disk storage. We evaluate this by running workloads on i3.8xlarge with fast local SSDs, and find that a disk-based file system only slows the workloads by 6% compared to the shared memory storage. In the rest of the paper, we evaluate Savanna performance using the shared memory storage (/dev/shm).

**Garbage Collection.** We ensure that Savanna’s storage requirements do not grow without bounds through a simple garbage collection strategy. We clear the lineage of any file that has been synchronized to the persistent store. Savanna also periodically scans old versions of a file which are not referenced by any lineage and deletes them, thus reclaiming space. In the rare case that a single invocation suddenly fills up the local cache storage, Savanna pauses the write function call, and starts the garbage collection processes to obtain more cache space.

**Cache-only Files.** Based on user feedback, it is useful to have cache-only temporary files. For example, the shuffle files of a MapReduce job will be only read once, hence do not need to be persisted to the cloud blob store. When programmers open files to write, they can indicate the file is a cache-only file (with the number of reads before expire or an expire time). These files will not be persisted to the blob store, with an exception when garbage collector evict them to the blob storage on severe memory shortage.

**Deployment.** Savanna requires a modification on existing platform where each worker machine needs to launch the Savanna agent and a metadata coordinator is required in a cluster. We have integrated Savanna with PyWren and OpenWhisk with very little effort. Each named function needs to import the Python client in order to use Savanna API. As we can see, only the cloud service providers need to modify their serverless execution platform. From cloud customers’ perspective, Savanna is a transparent layer.

### 3.5 Evaluation

We start our evaluation in §3.5.1 by looking at the performance of both traditional serverless applications such as file converters and a set of newer serverless applications such as Data Analytics, Machine Learning, Internet of Things (IoT), and Data Streaming. In the following subsections we focus on specific properties of Savanna: consistency (§3.5.2), fault tolerance (§3.5.3), scalability (§3.5.4), and its behavior under pathological conditions (§3.5.5). We end this section with a case study (§3.5.6) in which Savanna was used by machine learning researchers from our institution to
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Abbr.</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Parallelism</th>
<th>Category</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Big Data Benchmark Query 1</td>
<td>BDB1</td>
<td>Scan and filter query on 5.2GB page URLs [33]</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>Data Analytics</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Big Data Benchmark Query 2</td>
<td>BDB2</td>
<td>Aggregation query on 123GB data [33]</td>
<td>160</td>
<td>Data Analytics</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Big Data Benchmark Query 3</td>
<td>BDB3</td>
<td>Join Query on 123GB data [33]</td>
<td>160</td>
<td>Data Analytics</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sort Benchmark</td>
<td>Sort</td>
<td>Sort 160GB 100Byte Records [122]</td>
<td>160</td>
<td>Data Analytics</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Large Scale Matrix Multiplication</td>
<td>Matrix</td>
<td>Generate 2500GB kernel matrix from 64GB feature matrix [129]</td>
<td>900</td>
<td>Machine Learning</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Parameter Server</td>
<td>PS</td>
<td>A Parameter Serve hosting 300MB model [82]</td>
<td>160</td>
<td>Machine Learning</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Image Object Detection</td>
<td>OD</td>
<td>Detecting objects in 30 images using Darknet [109]</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>IoT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Time Series Cosine Similarity</td>
<td>TS</td>
<td>Time series cosine similarity using smart electricity meter data [121]</td>
<td>160</td>
<td>IoT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Popular Twitter Hashtag Stream</td>
<td>Stream</td>
<td>Find popular recent Twitter hashtags from a stream [130]</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>Traditional</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Image Compression</td>
<td>IMG</td>
<td>Compress newly uploaded image [66]</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>Traditional</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3.2: Workloads used in evaluation. Parallelism refers to the concurrent invocations per workload and our cluster has 16 slots per server.

accelerate their computation.

3.5.1 Performance

We evaluate Savanna by running 10 workloads on Amazon EC2, and compare Savanna’s performance against using S3 directly. With Savanna, application performance improves between 1.4× and 6.4×.

Experiment Setup. We evaluate Savanna on Amazon EC2. Since Savanna Agents must be deployed on each worker node, we set up our own serverless service, which allows us to host named functions in a controlled EC2 environment. To do a fair comparison, we compare Savanna with the baseline of our custom serverless service that uses S3 as its blob store. The service is installed in a cluster with 10Gbps connections (r4.8xlarge), with Virtual Private Cloud (VPC), Enhanced Networking and S3 VPC Endpoint enabled. Each cluster contains a metadata coordinator node and a bunch of worker nodes that run Savanna Agents and invocations. Each invocation is allocated with two EC2 Computing Units, which is roughly equal to two hyper-threads or one physical core. This resource allocation scheme is consistent with Amazon Lambda’s allocation [22]. Finally, all of our experiments run 16 invocations per machine.

Workloads. We study 10 workloads from various categories, implementing these applications with Python 2.7, and using Savanna’s Python client or Boto3 for file I/O. The applications are summarized in Table 3.2.

First, we evaluate Savanna using the Big Data Benchmark [33], which is commonly used in recent papers [18,54,102] to study data analytics systems. We evaluate three queries (query 1c, 2c, 3c, the most intensive workloads in their types) with common SQL operations such as filtering, aggregation and join, and use two input datasets - Rankings (5.2GB) and UserVisits (117GB). We also implemented the sort benchmark [122] which sorts 160GB of 100 byte records using the TeraSort [103] algorithm.

For machine learning workloads, we evaluate Savanna using a kernel matrix multiplication workload [129]. This workload consumes feature vectors and uses matrix multiplication to gen-
Figure 3.2: Savanna improves data analytics workloads and machine learning workloads by 3.3\times to 6.4\times. For IoT and traditional serverless workloads, it accelerates their speed between 1.4\times and 3.0\times. Savanna also improves the stability of the system as the runtime varies less across runs (smaller error bars).

We evaluated Savanna for two IoT-style applications: an image object detection workload and a time series analysis workload to show that even with less data intensive workloads, Savanna improves performance. Lastly, we evaluated two traditional workloads for serverless computing – an event handler that analyzes popular Twitter hashtags and a file converter that compresses user-generated images.

By varying the degree of parallelism of some workloads, we verified that the high parallelism in our workloads is not causing any I/O bottlenecks in the baseline. The lower performance number in our baseline is mainly because of the limited throughput of S3.

Performance Improvement. We now summarize Savanna’s performance improvements relative to S3. We also attempted to evaluate AWS Elastic File System (EFS), but we find its throughput fails to scale for most of the workloads [1]. For all the workloads, the cache is always cleared before each run so that all input data is read from S3 rather than Savanna cache.

Data analytics workloads achieve 5.4\times to 6.4\times performance improvement. The improvements are mostly coming from prefetching, asynchronous writes, and the cache-only temporary files - in this case the shuffle files generated by mappers and consumed by reducers. By avoiding writing to S3, which only has 30MB/s average throughput per thread, Savanna improves these workloads’ performance.

For machine learning workloads, Savanna improves the performance from 3.3\times to 5.0\times. In
these workloads, the same data object is often consumed by multiple subsequent invocations which makes caching effective. For example, in the Large Scale Matrix Multiplication workload, the input matrix is partitioned into many chunks. Each chunk must be multiplied with other chunks in parallel and caching the chunks significantly improves I/O time. In Savanna, multiple invocations attempt to lock the chunk, and the winner fetches the chunk from S3 and cache the data in its Savanna agent, where the other invocations could read from. Although in machine learning workloads, cached data can be efficiently reused, we observe lower speedup because of the compute-intensive nature of these workloads (hence less time is spent on I/O).

We find there is less performance benefit for IoT and traditional serverless workloads. These workloads are usually very compute intensive, hence improving I/O does not reduce the overall runtime by much. However, Savanna still improves their performance by $1.4 \times$ to $3.0 \times$. While some of the performance benefits are attributed to caching (e.g., avoid fetching a 200MB neural network model in the object detection workload), these workloads achieve better performance mainly by prefetching and lazily writing back to S3. Recall that Savanna uses a background process to prefetch data from S3 and to asynchronously write data to S3. Prefetching improves compute and I/O pipelining and writing back allows returning the invocation when outputs are cached, rather than waiting for them being persisted to S3. If the server fails before the outputs are persisted, lineage is used to reconstruct the lost data.

Data Analytics Workloads Performance. We now look more closely at the data analytics workloads. We instrumented these workloads to measure the compute time, and attribute the remaining runtime of each workload as I/O time (which we know is only approximately correct, but this still serves as a useful performance diagnostic). Figure 3.3 plots the performance of the data analytics workloads using Savanna and S3, with their runtime decomposed into compute time and I/O time. Using S3 results in spending 89% to 94% of the time waiting for I/O due to low S3 performance. With Savanna, the I/O time drops to 38% to 66% of the overall runtime.

Next we compare Savanna’s performance against Apache Spark and Databricks Serverless, the state-of-the-art data analytics engines. Currently Savanna is restricted to tasks written in Python,
and hence we compare our performance against that of a similar job written using PySpark. Furthermore, we use S3 files, read using the S3A interface \[114\], as input for the PySpark job, and write outputs to local disk. For Databricks Serverless, the input and output files are both read from and written to S3.

In Figure 3.3, we find that Savanna outperforms PySpark in all evaluated workloads, and it is faster than Databricks Serverless under the BDB\(_1\) and Sort workloads. Note that Databricks Serverless only helps the users manage their VMs with a restricted programming interface. By contrast, Savanna is a more general framework that is capable of processing more than BSP (Bulk Synchronous Parallel) workloads, with extra features of providing consistency and fault recovery.

**S3 Usage Reduction.** By caching temporary files (indicated as cache-only by the programmer) and frequently accessed files, Savanna not only improves application performance, but also reduces S3 usage. Therefore, both cloud customers and providers have an incentive to deploy Savanna, as most major cloud providers have limitations on blob store request rates.

Figure 3.4 plots the S3 usage reduction after using Savanna. We find that all data analytics and machine learning workloads have a large usage reduction, with one exception – the BDB\(_1\) workload. Since most of these workloads are I/O intensive, it is natural that fewer accesses to S3 improves I/O performance. BDB\(_1\) has only one stage (thus no reads from cache), so there is no bandwidth saving, and the performance benefit is due to prefetching and asynchronous writes. For IoT applications, we also observe high S3 bandwidth savings. However, these workloads have lower performance gain as they are all very compute intensive. Traditional serverless applications have nearly no bandwidth saving and hence their performance gains are lower.

**Savanna Raw I/O Performance.** From our previous analysis, Savanna reduces S3 accesses when there is a cache hit. We now evaluate how much a cache hit is faster than a S3 access using two workloads from YCSB \[43\].

We evaluate YCSB A and YCSB B, two representative workloads from the benchmark with file sizes varying from 1KB to 100MB. YCSB A is a write heavy workload with 50% writes and 50%
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Figure 3.5: We evaluate YCSB A (50% writes and 50% reads) and YCSB B (5% writes and 95% reads) with varying file size. Savanna improves the I/O performance by $14\times$ and $82\times$ with local cache hits, and $5\times$ to $40\times$ with peer cache hits. Therefore, Savanna improves application performance on workloads with thousands of invocations (and spans multiple machines) because effective peer cache.

reads, and workload B is a read heavy workload with 5% writes and 95% reads. We evaluate both workloads and compare Savanna with S3 by plotting the relative speedup in Figure 3.5. Since there are two types of cache hits (local and peer) in Savanna, we plot separate bars in the figure. A local hit is the case when the file to read happens to be on the local machine’s cache. A peer hit is when the data exists in some Savanna Agent’s cache, so the invocation must read from the network.

As expected, local cache hits have larger performance gains. Depending on the file size, Savanna improves I/O performance between $14\times$ and $82\times$ on local hits. Realizing that a local cache hit does not always happen, we evaluate the peer cache hit performance, where most of the time the data is cached on a neighbor Savanna Agent. Although a peer cache hit includes a network I/O, we find that Savanna is still $5\times$ to $40\times$ faster than S3. This explains why Savanna improves ap-

---

6Note that Figure 3.5 shows Savanna’s relative speedup to S3 rather than its absolute performance, this explains the drop of speedup when file size is larger. (e.g., Savanna - Local in YCSB A)

7A smart scheduler could be implemented to place an invocation on the machine that has a copy of its input data. However, our current scheduler only does random placement.
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3.5.2 Consistency

Savanna speeds up serverless applications by providing high throughput I/O, but it also provides consistency guarantees. We now evaluate the performance impact of consistency.

To do so, we implement a cache only version of Savanna with the consistency feature disabled. We then compare its performance against the full-fledged Savanna on the YCSB A and YCSB B workloads. Since both workloads exhibit similar performance characteristics on Savanna, for clarity and brevity we only show the result of YCSB B (the read heavy workload) in Figure 3.6.

Figure 3.6 shows the speedup after disabling consistency. For small 1K files, disabling consistency reduces lock contention and leads to a 1.8× speedup. However, for files larger than 1MB, we do not observe any speedup.

The natural question to ask, then, is what is the typical file sizes in cloud environments. The answer is that cloud file systems usually handle large file chunks. For example, the default file block size of HDFS is often 64MB or 128MB. Smaller objects are usually stored in databases instead of file systems or blob stores. We therefore believe that the cost of providing consistency in Savanna is negligible for most use cases.

We validate our assumption by running real workloads. Figure 3.7 plots each workload’s performance on Savanna with and without consistency. We do not observe significant performance impact of consistency in these results, which is natural because these workloads typically involve large files, with negligible consistency overhead.
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3.5.3 Fault Tolerance

The consistency guarantee, which ensures that invocations are atomic, allows us to treat each named function as a transform of a subset of S3 data. By logging each transformation and keeping the lineage, lost data and failed tasks can be recovered at low cost. We evaluate the performance of failure recovery with the following settings. For each workload, we kill all the named function worker processes on one randomly-picked machine half way through a job. Upon failure, Savanna detects the failed tasks of the job and restores them on another backup machine. We compare the runtime of using Savanna recovery with the “no-failure” case and with the resubmitting the entire job (i.e., all its tasks) case. Note that the matrix multiplication workload is running on PyWren, and Savanna currently does not support recovery on PyWren, so it is omitted from these results.

Figure 3.8 illustrates the runtime of all the three cases. Savanna recovery is just slightly slower than the run without failure. Resubmitting the job often incurs 50% overhead since the failures are triggered at the halfway point of the jobs. More importantly, resubmitting the job may result in incorrect outputs, as the original input may have been overwritten by the failed job. For example,
3.5.4 Scalability

Next, we evaluate Savanna’s scalability in terms of weak scaling and strong scaling. Weak scaling evaluates how Savanna’s performance varies with input size while holding the input to compute resources ratio fixed. Strong scaling evaluates how Savanna’s performance varies with compute resources while holding the total input fixed. We only evaluate the cases with no shared writes to focus on the overhead introduced by the Savanna framework. A workload with contented writes on a small set of files can scale poorly, but that is not inherent to Savanna’s performance.

**Weak Scaling.** We evaluate Savanna’s weak scaling by using input size of 256GB, 512GB, 768GB and 1TB with proportional number of invocations. For example, 256 concurrent named function invocations are used for the 256GB workload and 1024 concurrent invocations are used for the 1TB workload. Figure 3.9 shows Savanna’s runtime along with the corresponding perfect scaling curve over varying input sizes. Savanna’s performance is only slightly slower than the baseline when sorting 1TB data, so its weak scaling is near-ideal.

**Strong Scaling.** We evaluate strong scaling by sorting 512GB data, and we vary the number of concurrent invocations from 32 to 512. Figure 3.10 shows Savanna’s strong scaling performance, in which Savanna’s runtime curve overlaps with the ideal scaling curve most of the time.

3.5.5 Local Storage Constraints

Savanna’s garbage collection mechanism removes infrequently used files from the cache, and lazily synchronizes cached files to the blob store to keep enough space for cache writes. We consider two cases where garbage collection may impact application performance.
Figure 3.10: Measuring Savanna’s strong scaling performance by sorting 512GB data using 32 to 512 concurrent invocations.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>GC Scenario</th>
<th>Map</th>
<th>Reduce</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>GC Disabled</td>
<td>63</td>
<td>77</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GC (No writes paused)</td>
<td>66</td>
<td>73</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GC (With writes paused)</td>
<td>62</td>
<td>129</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3.3: Running the sort benchmark with different garbage collection scenarios. Only a GC that pauses writes impacts performance.

A job that triggers garbage collection. Since garbage collection runs in the background, it does not affect job performance. However, in the rare case where a invocation quickly fills up the local cache, Savanna pauses the writes and starts garbage collection. The pause slows the invocation of the named function and we evaluate how the Savanna behaves in this unusual scenario.

We introduce an artificial limit on the storage such that write is paused as long as the cache usage hits the artificial limit. We run the sort benchmark and set the artificial limit such that the reduce tasks are paused and garbage collection is executed during the reduce phase. We evaluate three cases here, (a) a normal execution with garbage collection disabled, (b) an execution with background garbage collection, but not pausing the writes, and (c) a garbage collection due to a lack of space, with writes paused. Table 3.3 shows the runtime of each scenario decomposed into stages. Having background garbage collection has no observable performance impact. However, a garbage collection that pauses the writes reduces performance. Despite its lower performance in this uncommon condition, Savanna ensures the correctness and consistency of the named functions and files.

A job whose data is garbage collected. A job’s data can be evicted to persistent storage by the garbage collector in the case of low memory. To evaluate the sort workload with varying percentage of shuffle files evicted to S3, we inject some code that forces certain files to be garbage collected even if there is enough memory. Figure 3.11 plots the runtime of sorting 160GB of data with different eviction ratio. Savanna exhibits graceful performance degradation under memory constraints.
Figure 3.11: Runtime of sorting 160GB data with varying eviction ratio. Savanna’s performance degrades gracefully under memory constraints.

Figure 3.12: Savanna has better scalability per core-hour. By using Savanna, the workload can be executed on smaller and cheaper instances, as Savanna reduces the data shuffle cost.

3.5.6 Case Study: Matrix Multiplication

We describe an implementation of matrix multiplication in PyWren, a serverless framework designed for scientific computing and machine learning tasks. Here we show how Savanna can be seamlessly integrated to provide a significant speedup on this workload. To integrate Savanna we changed roughly 10 lines of code that performed I/O using Boto3. Additionally 30 lines of code were added to PyWren to launch the Savanna metadata coordinator and the Savanna agent.

A distributed matrix multiplication partitions the matrix into chunks and each chunk is multiplied with all other chunks. Therefore, caching is particularly effective in this case as each chunk is read multiple times. Consider a matrix that is partitioned to \( n \) chunks, the benefit grows linearly with \( n \), where Savanna saves \( (2n - 2) \) S3 reads. Further, the PyWren implementation of this workload attempts to minimize shuffles by having large chunks that only fits into more expensive machines. Savanna allows further scale out the computation at low cost, as it avoids expensive S3-based shuffle. The evaluation in Figure 3.12 shows that Savanna reduces the cost per core-hour, especially when the matrix size is large.
3.6 Related Work

Compared with previous open source serverless offerings, such as OpenLambda [64], OpenWhisk [100] and PyWren [75], Savanna is the first attempt to bring together more complex features such as consistency, fault tolerance and caching with one simple and unified file API. We believe our approach is similar to the serverless paradigm itself in spirit, which offers everyone a simple interface to operate the complex cloud. Next, we discuss papers related to our consistency and fault tolerance mechanism.

**Consistency.** Prior work including work “Bolt-On Consistency” [30], Tapir [144], and others have looked at providing consistency on top of an otherwise inconsistent storage system. On the one hand, many of these works assume no changes to the storage system and provide weaker forms of consistency (e.g., causal consistency) and do not provide atomicity. These systems do not require use of any coordination mechanism (e.g., what is provided by the metadata coordinator in Savanna) and only assume changes to application logic. By contrast Savanna provides both atomicity and a stronger form of consistency (snapshot isolation), but as a result requires use of the metadata coordinator. On the other hand, Tapir implements a strict serializability, a stronger form of consistency, but requires changes to the storage layer – in particular requiring storage to implement consensus mode. This is not implemented by current blob stores and as a result Tapir cannot be implemented on top of blob stores. While Tapir can be implemented on top of services like Spanner (available in GCE), it does not provide any performance benefits in this case. By contrast, Savanna requires no changes to the blob store.

Savanna also makes use of lease locks [59] to ensure that a file cannot be indefinitely locked for writes, even in the presence of network partitions and failures. Leases have previously been used in several file systems including NFSv4 [119] and Ceph [135]. Setting the lease timeout is a challenge in many of these systems since a client may be unable to renew a lease in time due to temporary issues in network connectivity or in the software stack. By contrast, lease timeouts are easily determined in the serverless setting where the maximum execution duration is known in advance.

**Fault Tolerance with Lineage.** Lineage has been previously used for fault tolerance in a variety of settings including scientific computing [38], databases [41], and data analytics frameworks [74,142]. However, these previous applications assume prior knowledge about the computation job, in particular they assume knowledge about job dependencies and data lifetimes – this information enables efficient lineage tracking (requiring limited runtime tracking) and storage. In contrast Savanna is designed to be used by arbitrary computation frameworks, and assumes limited visibility into application semantics – in particular Savanna is unaware of data dependencies, and lifetimes prior to the job execution. As a result we rely on runtime instrumentation to collect lineage information, and require data to be durably persisted before pruning lineage information.
3.7 Conclusion

We designed and implemented Savanna, an architectural extension for serverless computing that encapsulates consistency, fault-tolerance and high performance caching inside a simple and unified file API. By evaluating a wide range of applications, we found that Savanna improves application performance between 1.4× and 6.4×. Savanna only requires the cloud service providers to modify their platform and it is mostly transparent to the cloud customers. We have ported Savanna to both OpenWhisk and PyWren with little effort, and it can be easily ported to other serverless frameworks. Savanna is in use by machine learning researchers at our institution and we open sourced Savanna on Github for evaluation and future research.
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Network Requirements for Resource Disaggregation

4.1 Introduction

Existing datacenters are built using servers, each of which tightly integrates a small amount of the various resources needed for a computing task (CPU, memory, storage). While such server-centric architectures have been the mainstay for decades, recent efforts suggest a forthcoming paradigm shift towards a *disaggregated* datacenter (DDC), where each resource type is built as a standalone resource “blade” and a network fabric interconnects these resource blades. Examples of this include Facebook Disaggregated Rack [50], HP “The Machine” [126], Intel Rack Scale Architecture [72], SeaMicro [115] as well as prototypes from the computer architecture community [19, 84, 95].

These industrial and academic efforts have been driven largely by hardware architects because CPU, memory and storage technologies exhibit significantly different trends in terms of cost, performance and power scaling [89, 97, 98, 132]. This, in turn, makes it increasingly hard to adopt evolving resource technologies within a server-centric architecture (e.g., the memory-capacity wall making CPU-memory co-location unsustainable [139]). By decoupling these resources, DDC makes it easier for each resource technology to evolve independently and reduces the time-to-adoption by avoiding the burdensome process of redoing integration and motherboard design.\footnote{We assume partial CPU-memory disaggregation, where each CPU has some local memory. We believe this is a reasonable intermediate step toward full CPU-memory disaggregation.}

In addition, disaggregation also enables fine-grained and efficient provisioning and scheduling of individual resources across jobs [63].

A key enabling (or blocking) factor for disaggregation will be the network, since disaggregating CPU from memory and disk requires that the inter-resource communication that used to be contained *within* a server must now traverse the network fabric. Thus, to support good application-level performance it becomes critical that the network fabric provide low latency communication.
for this increased load. It is perhaps not surprising then that prototypes from the hardware community [19, 50, 72, 84, 95, 115, 126] all rely on new high-speed network components – e.g., silicon photonic switches and links, PCIe switches and links, new interconnect fabrics, etc. The problem, however, is that these new technologies are still a long way from matching existing commodity solutions with respect to cost efficiency, manufacturing pipelines, support tools, and so forth. Hence, at first glance, disaggregation would appear to be gated on the widespread availability of new networking technologies.

But are these new technologies strictly necessary for disaggregation? Somewhat surprisingly, despite the many efforts towards and benefits of resource disaggregation, there has been little systematic evaluation of the network requirements for disaggregation. In this paper, we take a first stab at evaluating the minimum (bandwidth and latency) requirements that the network in disaggregated datacenters must provide. We define the minimum requirement for the network as that which allows us to maintain application-level performance close to server-centric architectures; i.e., at minimum, we aim for a network that keeps performance degradation small for current applications while still enabling the aforementioned qualitative benefits of resource disaggregation.

Using a combination of emulation, simulation, and implementation, we evaluate these minimum network requirements in the context of ten workloads spanning seven popular open-source systems — Hadoop, Spark, GraphLab, Timely dataflow [92, 128], Spark Streaming, memcached [88], HERD [77], and SparkSQL. We focus on current applications such as the above because, as we elaborate in §4.3, they represent the worst case in terms of the application degradation that may result from disaggregation.

Our key findings are:

- Network bandwidth in the range of 40 – 100Gbps is sufficient to maintain application-level performance within 5% of that in existing datacenters; this is easily in reach of existing switch and NIC hardware.

- Network latency in the range of 3 – 5µs is needed to maintain application-level performance. This is a challenging task. Our analysis suggests that the primary latency bottleneck stems from network software rather than hardware: we find the latency introduced by the endpoint is roughly 66% of the inter-rack latency and roughly 81% of the intra-rack latency. Thus many of the switch hardware optimizations (such as terabit links) pursued today can optimize only a small fraction of the overall latency budget. Instead, work on bypassing the kernel for packet processing and NIC integration [37] could significantly impact the feasibility of resource disaggregation.

- We show that the root cause of the above bandwidth and latency requirements is the application’s memory bandwidth demand.

- While most efforts focus on disaggregating at the rack scale, our results show that for some applications, disaggregation at the datacenter scale is feasible.
• Finally, our study shows that transport protocols frequently deployed in today’s datacen-
ters (TCP or DCTCP) fail to meet our target requirements for low latency communication
with the DDC workloads. However, some recent research proposals [16, 55] do provide the
necessary end-to-end latencies.

Taken together, our study suggests that resource disaggregation need not be gated on the availabil-
ity of new networking hardware: instead, minimal performance degradation can be achieved with
existing network hardware (either commodity, or available shortly).

There are two important caveats to this. First, while we may not need network changes, we will
need changes in hosts, for which RDMA and NIC integration (for hardware) and pFabric or pHost
(for transport protocols) are promising directions. Second, our point is not that new networking
technologies are not worth pursuing but that the adoption of disaggregation need not be coupled
to the deployment of these new technologies. Instead, early efforts at disaggregation can begin
with existing network technologies; system builders can incorporate the newer technologies when
doing so makes sense from a performance, cost, and power standpoint.

Before continuing, we note three limitations of our work. First, our results are based on ten
specific workloads spanning seven open-source systems with varying designs; we leave to future
work an evaluation of whether our results generalize to other systems and workloads. Second, we
focus primarily on questions of network design for disaggregation, ignoring many other systems
questions (e.g.,, scheduler designs or software stack) modulo discussion on understanding latency
bottlenecks. However, if the latter does turn out to be the more critical bottleneck for disaggrega-
tion, one might view our study as exploring whether the network can “get out of the way” (as often advocated [60]) even under disaggregation. Finally, our work looks ahead to an overall system that
does not yet exist and hence we must make assumptions on certain fronts (e.g., hardware design
and organization, data layout, etc.). We make what we believe are sensible choices, state these
choices explicitly in §4.2 and to whatever extent possible, evaluate the sensitivity of these choices
on our results. Nonetheless, our results are dependent on these choices, and more experience is
needed to confirm their validity.

4.2 Disaggregated Datacenters

Figure 4.1 illustrates the high-level idea behind a disaggregated datacenter. A DDC comprises
standalone hardware “blades” for each resource type, interconnected by a network fabric. Multiple
prototypes of disaggregated hardware already exist — Intel RSA [72], HP “The Machine” [126],
Facebook’s Disaggregated Rack [50], Huawei’s DC3.0 [67], and SeaMicro [115], as well as re-
search prototypes like FireBox [19], soNUMA [95], and memory blades [84]. Many of these
systems are proprietary and/or in the early stages of development; nonetheless, in our study we

\footnote{We encourage other researchers to extend the evaluation with our emulator. https://github.com/NetSys/disaggregation}
4.2.1 Assumptions: Hardware Architecture

Partial CPU-memory disaggregation. In general, disaggregation suggests that each blade contains one particular resource with a direct interface to the network fabric (Fig. 4.1). One exception to this strict decoupling is CPU blades: each CPU blade retains some amount of local memory that acts as a cache for remote memory dedicated for cores on that blade\(^3\). Thus, CPU-memory disaggregation can be viewed as expanding the memory hierarchy to include a remote level, which all CPU blades share.

This architectural choice is reported in prior work \([19,67,84,85]\). While we assume that partial CPU-memory disaggregation will be the norm, we go a step further and evaluate how the amount

\(^3\)We use “remote memory” to refer to the memory located on a standalone memory blade.
of local memory impacts network requirements in terms of network bandwidth and latency, and transport-layer flow completion times.

**Cache coherence domain is limited to a single compute blade.** As articulated by others [19, 67, 126], this has the important implication that CPU-to-CPU cache coherence traffic does not hit the network fabric. While partial CPU-memory disaggregation reduces the traffic hitting the network, cache coherence traffic can not be cached and hence directly impacts the network. This assumption is necessary because an external network fabric is unlikely to support the latency and bandwidth requirements for inter-CPU cache coherence (Table 4.1).

**Resource Virtualization.** Each resource blade must support virtualization of its resources; this is necessary for resources to be logically aggregated into higher-level abstractions such as VMs or containers. Virtualization of IO resources is widely available even today: many IO device controllers now support virtualization via PCIe, SR-IOV, or MR-IOV features [9] and the same can be leveraged to virtualize IO resources in DDC. The disaggregated memory blade prototyped by Lim et al. [84] includes a controller ASIC on each blade that implements address translation between a remote CPU’s view of its address space and the addressing used internally within the blade. Other research efforts assume similar designs. We note that while the implementation of such blades may require some additional new hardware, it requires no change to existing components such as CPUs, memory modules, or storage devices themselves.

**Scope of disaggregation.** Existing prototypes limit the scope of disaggregation to a very small number of racks. For example, FireBox [19] envisions a single system as spanning approximately three racks and assumes that the logical aggregation and allocation of resources is similarly scoped; i.e., the resources allocated to a higher-level abstraction such as a VM or a container are selected from a single FireBox. Similarly, the scope of disaggregation in Intel’s RSA is a single rack [72]. In contrast, in a hypothetical datacenter-scale disaggregated system, resources assigned to (for example) a single VM could be selected from anywhere in the datacenter.
**Network designs.** Corresponding to their assumed scope of disaggregation, existing prototypes assume a different network architecture for within the rack(s) that form a unit of disaggregation vs. between such racks. To our knowledge, all existing DDC prototypes use specialized – even proprietary [67, 72, 115] – network technologies and protocols within a disaggregated rack(s). For example, SeaMicro uses a proprietary Torus-based topology and routing protocol within its disaggregated system; Huawei propose a PCIe-based fabric [96]; FireBox assumes an intra-FireBox network of 1Tbps Silicon photonic links interconnected by high-radix switches [19, 78]; and Intel’s RSA likewise explores the use of Silicon photonic links and switches.

Rather than simply accepting the last two design choices (rack-scale disaggregation and specialized network designs), we critically explore when and why these choices are necessary. Our rationale in this is twofold. First, these are both choices that appear to be motivated not by fundamental constraints around disaggregating memory or CPU at the hardware level, but rather by the assumption that existing networking solutions cannot meet the (bandwidth/latency) requirements that disaggregation imposes on the network. To our knowledge, however, there has been no published evaluation showing this to be the case; hence, we seek to develop quantifiable arguments that either confirm or refute the need for these choices.

Second, these choices are likely to complicate or delay the deployment of DDC. The use of a different network architecture within vs. between disaggregated islands leads to the complexity of a two-tier heterogeneous network architecture with different protocols, configuration APIs, etc., for each; e.g., in the context of their FireBox system, the authors envisage the use of special gateway devices that translate between their custom intra-FireBox protocols and TCP/IP that is used between FireBox systems; Huawei’s DC3.0 makes similar assumptions. Likewise, many of the specialized technologies these systems use (e.g., Si-photonic [124]) are still far from mainstream. Hence, once again, rather than assume change is necessary, we evaluate the possibility of maintaining a uniform “flat” network architecture based on existing commodity components as advocated in prior work [12, 61, 62].

### 4.2.2 Assumptions: System Architecture

In contrast to our assumptions regarding hardware which we based on existing prototypes, we have less to guide us on the systems front. We thus make the following assumptions, which we believe are reasonable:

**System abstractions for logical resource aggregations.** In a DDC, we will need system abstractions that represent a logical aggregation of resources, in terms of which we implement resource allocation and scheduling. One such abstraction in existing datacenters is a VM: operators provision VMs to aggregate slices of hardware resources within a server, and schedulers place jobs across VMs. While not strictly necessary, we note that the VM model can still be useful in DDC. For convenience, in this paper we assume that computational resources are still aggregated to form

---

4In particular, continuing with the abstraction of a VM would allow existing software infrastructure — i.e., hypervisors, operating systems, datacenter middleware, and applications — to be reused with little or no modification.
VMs (or VM-like constructs), although now the resources assigned to a VM come from distributed hardware blades. Given a VM (or VM-like) abstraction, we assign resources to VMs differently based on the scope of disaggregation that we assume: for rack-scale disaggregation, a VM is assigned resources from within a single rack while, for datacenter-scale disaggregation, a VM is assigned resources from anywhere in the datacenter.

**Hardware organization.** We assume that resources are organized in racks as in today’s datacenters. We assume a “mixed” organization in which each rack hosts a mix of different types of resource blades, as opposed to a “segregated” organization in which a rack is populated with a single type of resource (e.g., all memory blades). This leads to a more uniform communication pattern which should simplify network design and also permits optimizations that aim to localize communication; e.g., co-locating a VM within a rack, which would not be possible with a segregated organization.

**Page-level remote memory access.** In traditional servers, the typical memory access between CPU and DRAM occurs in the unit of a cache-line size (64B in x86). In contrast, we assume that CPU blades access remote memory at the granularity of a page (4KB in x86), since page-level access has been shown to better exploit spatial locality in common memory access patterns [84]. Moreover, this requires little or no modification to the virtual memory subsystems of hypervisors or operating systems, and is completely transparent to user-level applications.

**Block-level distributed data placement.** We assume that applications in DDC read and write large files at the granularity of “sectors” (512B in x86). Furthermore, the disk block address space is range partitioned into “blocks”, that are uniformly distributed across the disk blades. The latter is partially motivated by existing distributed file systems (e.g., HDFS) and also enables better load balancing.

### 4.2.3 Design knobs

Given the above assumptions, we are left with two key system design choices that we treat as “knobs” in our study: the amount of local memory on compute blades and the scope of disaggregation (e.g., rack- or datacenter-scale). We explore how varying these knobs impacts the network requirements and traffic characteristics in DDC in the following section.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. We first analyze network-layer bandwidth and latency requirements in DDC (§4.3) without considering contention between network flows, then in §4.4 relax this constraint. We end with a discussion of the future directions in §4.5.

### 4.3 Network Requirements

We start by evaluating network latency and bandwidth requirements for disaggregation. We describe our evaluation methodology (§4.3.1), present our results (§4.3.2) and then discuss their
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Figure 4.2: Comparison of application-level performance in disaggregated datacenters with respect to existing server-centric architectures for different latency/bandwidth configurations and 25% local memory on CPU blades — Class A apps (top) and Class B apps (bottom). To maintain application-level performance within reasonable performance bounds (≈ 5% on an average), Class A apps require 5\(\mu\)s end-to-end latency and 40Gbps bandwidth, and Class B apps require 3\(\mu\)s end-to-end latency and 40–100Gbps bandwidth. See §4.3.2 for detailed discussion.

4.3.1 Methodology

In DDC, traffic between resources that was contained within a server is now carried on the “external” network. As with other types of interconnects, the key requirement will be low latency and high throughput to enable this disaggregation. We review the forms of communication between resources within a server in Table 4.1 to examine the feasibility of such a network. As mentioned in §4.2, CPU-to-CPU cache coherence traffic does not cross the external network. For I/O traffic to storage devices, the current latency and bandwidth requirements are such that we can expect to consolidate them into the network fabric with low performance impact, assuming we have a 40Gbps or 100Gbps network. Thus, the dominant impact to application performance will come from CPU-memory disaggregation; hence, we focus on evaluating the network bandwidth and latency required to support remote memory.

As mentioned earlier, we assume that remote memory is managed at the page granularity, in conjunction with virtual memory page replacement algorithms implemented by the hypervisor or operating system. For each paging operation there are two main sources of performance penalty: i) the software overhead for trap and page eviction and ii) the time to transfer pages over the network. Given our focus on network requirements, we only consider the latter in this paper (modulo a brief implications (§4.3.3).
Applications. We use workloads from diverse applications running on real-world and benchmark datasets, as shown in Table 4.2. The workloads can be classified into two classes based on their performance characteristics. We elaborate briefly on our choice to take these applications as is, rather than seek to optimize them for DDC. Our focus in this paper is on understanding whether and why networking might gate the deployment of DDC. For this, we are interested in the degradation that applications might suffer if they were to run in DDC. We thus compare the performance of an application in a server-centric architecture to its performance in the disaggregated context we consider here (with its level of bandwidth and local memory). This would be strictly worse than if we compared to the application’s performance if it had been rewritten for this disaggregated context. Thus, legacy (i.e., server-centric) applications represent the worst-case in terms of potential degradation and give us a lower bound on the network requirements needed for disaggregation (it might be that rewritten applications could make do with lower bandwidths). Clearly, if new networking technologies exceed this lower bound, then all applications (legacy and “native” DDC) will benefit. Similarly, new programming models designed to exploit disaggregation can only improve the performance of all applications. The question of how to achieve improved performance through new technologies and programming models is an interesting one but beyond the scope of our effort and hence one we leave to future work.

Emulating remote memory. We run the following applications unmodified with 8 threads and reduce the amount of local memory directly accessible by the applications. To emulate remote memory accesses, we implement a special swap device backed by the remaining physical memory rather than disk. This effectively partitions main memory into “local” and “remote” portions where existing page replacement algorithms control when and how pages are transferred between the two. We tune the amount of “remote” memory by configuring the size of the swap device; remaining memory is “local”. We intercept all page faults and inject artificial delays to emulate network round-trip latency and bandwidth for each paging operation. Note that when a page fault occurs, the page is not actually swapped over the network; instead, it is swapped to the remaining part of the memory on the same machine.

We measure relative application-level performance on the basis of job completion time as compared to the zero-delay case. Thus, our results do not account for the delay introduced by software overheads for page operations and should be interpreted as relative performance degradations over different network configurations. Note too that the delay we inject is purely an artificial parameter and hence does not (for example) realistically model queuing delays that may result from network congestion caused by the extra traffic due to disaggregation; we consider network-wide traffic and effects such as congestion in §4.4.

Testbed. Each application operates on \( \sim 125 \text{GB} \) of data equally distributed across an Amazon EC2 cluster comprising \( 5 \text{ m3.2xlarge} \) servers. Each of these servers has 8 vCPUs, 30GB main memory, \( 2 \times 80 \text{GB SSD drives} \) and a 1Gbps access link bandwidth. We enabled EC2’s Virtual Private Network (VPC [23]) capability in our cluster to ensure no interference with other Amazon
EC2 instances.

We verified that m3.2xlarge instances’ 1Gbps access links were not a bottleneck to our experiment in two ways. First, in all cases where the network approached full utilization, CPU was fully utilized, indicating that the CPU was not blocked on network calls. Next, we ran our testbed on c3.4xlarge instances with 2Gbps access links (increased network bandwidth with roughly the same CPU). We verified that even with more bandwidth, all applications for which link utilization was high maintained high CPU utilization. This aligns with the conclusions drawn in [102].

We run batch applications (Spark, Hadoop, Graphlab, and Timely Dataflow) in a cluster with 5 worker nodes and 1 master node; the job request is issued from the master node. For point-query applications (memcached, HERD), requests are sent from client to server across the network. All applications are multi-threaded, with the same number of threads as cores. To compensate for the performance noise on EC2, we run each experiment 10 times and take the median result.

### 4.3.2 Results

We start by evaluating application performance in a disaggregated vs. a server-centric architecture. Figure 4.2 plots the performance degradation for each application under different assumptions about the latency and bandwidth to remote memory. In these experiments, we set the local memory
in the disaggregated scenario to be 25% of that in the server-centric case (we will examine our choice of 25% shortly). Note that the injected latency is constant across requests; we leave studying the effects of possibly high tail latencies to future work.

From Figure 4.4, we see that our applications can be broadly divided into two categories based on the network latency and bandwidth needed to achieve a low performance penalty. For example, for the applications in Fig. 4.4 (top) — Hadoop Wordcount, Hadoop Sort, Graphlab and Memcached — a network with an end-to-end latency of 5μs and bandwidth of 40Gbps is sufficient to maintain an average performance penalty under 5%. In contrast, the applications in Fig. 4.4 (bottom) — Spark Wordcount, Spark Sort, Timely, SparkSQL BDB, and HERD — require network latencies of 3μs and 40 – 100Gbps bandwidth to maintain an average performance penalty under
8%. We term the former applications Class A and the latter Class B and examine the feasibility of meeting their respective requirements in §4.3.3. We found that Spark Streaming has a low memory utilization. As a result, its performance degradation is near zero in DDC, and we show it only in Figure 4.6.

Sensitivity analysis. Next, we evaluate the sensitivity of application performance to network bandwidth and latency. Fig. 4.3 plots the performance degradation under increasing network bandwidth assuming a fixed network latency of 5µs while Fig. 4.4 plots degradation under increasing latency for a fixed bandwidth of 40Gbps; in both cases, local memory is set at 25% as before. We see that beyond 40Gbps, increasing network bandwidth offers little improvement in application-level performance. In contrast, performance — particularly for Class B apps — is very sensitive to network latency; very low latencies (3 – 5µs) are needed to avoid non-trivial performance degradation.
Finally, we measure how the amount of local memory impacts application performance. Figure 4.5 plots the performance degradation that results as we vary the fraction of local memory from 100% (which corresponds to no CPU-memory disaggregation) down to 10%, assuming a fixed network latency and bandwidth of 5µs and 40Gbps respectively; note that the 25% values (interpolated) in Figure 4.5 correspond to 5µs, 40Gbps results in Figure 4.2. As expected, we see that Class B applications are more sensitive to the amount of local memory than Class A apps; e.g., increasing the amount of local memory from 20% to 30% roughly halves the performance degradation in Class B from approximately 15% to 7%. In all cases, increasing the amount of local memory beyond 40% has little to no impact on performance degradation.

**Understanding (and extrapolating from) our results.** One might ask why we see the above requirements – i.e., what characteristic of the applications we evaluated led to the specific bandwidth and latency requirements we report? An understanding of these characteristics could also allow us to generalize our findings to other applications.

We partially answer this question using Figure 4.6, which plots the performance degradation of the above nine workloads against their swap and memory bandwidth. Figure 4.6a and 4.6b show that an application’s performance degradation is very strongly correlated with its swap bandwidth and well correlated with its memory bandwidth. The clear correlation with swap bandwidth is to be expected. That the overall memory bandwidth is also well correlated with the resultant degradation is perhaps less obvious and an encouraging result as it suggests that an application’s memory bandwidth requirements might serve as a rough indicator of its expected degradation under disaggregation: this is convenient as memory bandwidth is easily measured without requiring any of our instrumentation (i.e., emulating remote memory by a special swap device, etc.). Thus it should be easy for application developers to get a rough sense of the performance degradation they might expect under disaggregation and hence the urgency of rewriting their application for disaggregated contexts.

We also note that there is room for more accurate predictors: the difference between the two figures (Figs. 4.6a and 4.6b) shows that the locality in memory access patterns does play some role in the expected degradation (since the swap bandwidth which is a better predictor captures only the subset of memory accesses that miss in local memory). Building better prediction models that account for an application’s memory access pattern is an interesting question that we leave to future work.

**Access Granularity.** Tuning the granularity of remote memory access is an interesting area for future work. For example, soNUMA [95] accesses remote memory at cache-line size granularity, which is much smaller than page-size. This may allow point-query applications to optimize their

---

5We use Intel’s Performance Counter Monitor software [71] to read the uncore performance counters that measure the number of bytes written to and read from the integrated memory controller on each CPU. We confirmed using benchmarks designed to saturate memory bandwidth [145] that we could observe memory bandwidth utilization numbers approaching the reported theoretical maximum. As further validation, we verified that our Spark SQL measurement is consistent with prior work [108].
### Table 4.4: Achievable round-trip latency (Total) and the components that contribute to the round-trip latency (see discussion in §4.3.3) on a network with 40Gbps access link bandwidth (one can further reduce the Total by 0.5µs using 100Gbps access link bandwidth). The baseline denotes the latency achievable with existing network technology. The fractional part in each cell is the latency for one traversal of the corresponding component and the integral part is the number of traversal performed in one round-trip time (see discussion in §4.3.3).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Component</th>
<th>Baseline (µs)</th>
<th>With RDMA (µs)</th>
<th>With RDMA + NIC Integr. (µs)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Inter-rack</td>
<td>Intra-rack</td>
<td>Inter-rack</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OS</td>
<td>2 × 0.95</td>
<td>2 × 0.95</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Data copy</td>
<td>2 × 1.00</td>
<td>2 × 1.00</td>
<td>2 × 1.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Switching</td>
<td>6 × 0.24</td>
<td>6 × 0.24</td>
<td>6 × 0.24</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Propagation (Inter-rack)</td>
<td>4 × 0.20</td>
<td>4 × 0.20</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Propagation (Intra-rack)</td>
<td>4 × 0.02</td>
<td>4 × 0.02</td>
<td>4 × 0.02</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Transmission</td>
<td>1 × 0.82</td>
<td>1 × 0.82</td>
<td>1 × 0.82</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Total</strong></td>
<td>7.04µs</td>
<td>5.28µs</td>
<td>4.14µs</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Overall, we anticipate that programmers in DDC will face a tradeoff in optimizing their applications for disaggregation depending on its memory access patterns.

**Remote SSD and NVM.** Our methodology is not limited to swapping to remote memory. In fact, as long as the 3µs latency target is met, there is no limitation on the media of the remote storage. We envision that the remote memory could be replaced by SSD or forthcoming Non-Volatile Memory (NVM) technologies, and anticipate different price and performance tradeoff for these technologies.

**Summary of results.** In summary, supporting memory disaggregation while maintaining application-level performance within reasonable bounds imposes certain requirements on the network in terms of the end-to-end latency and bandwidth it must provide. Moreover, these requirements are closely related to the amount of local memory available to CPU blades. Table 4.3 summarizes these requirements for the applications we studied. We specifically investigate a few combinations of network latency, bandwidth, and the amount of local memory needed to maintain a performance degradation under 5%. We highlight these design points because they represent what we consider to be sweet spots in achievable targets both for the amount of local memory and for network requirements, as we discuss next.
4.3.3 Implications and Feasibility

We now examine the feasibility of meeting the requirements identified above.

**Local memory.** We start with the requirement of between 20 – 30% local memory. In our experiments, this corresponds to between 1.50 – 2.25GB/core. We look to existing hardware prototypes for validation of this requirement. The FireBox prototype targets 128GB of local memory shared by 100 cores leading to 1.28GB/core while the analysis in [84] uses 1.5GB/core. Further, [85] also indicates 25% local memory as a desirable setting, and HP’s “The Machine” [127] uses an even larger fraction of local memory: 87%. Thus we conclude that our requirement on local memory is compatible with demonstrated hardware prototypes. Next, we examine the feasibility of meeting our targets for network bandwidth and latency.

**Network bandwidth.** Our bandwidth requirements are easily met: 40Gbps is available today in commodity datacenter switches and server NICs [140]; in fact, even 100Gbps switches and NICs are available, though not as widely [42]. Thus, ignoring the potential effects of congestion (which we consider next in §4.4), providing the network bandwidth needed for disaggregation should pose no problem. Moreover, this should continue to be the case in the future because the trend in link bandwidths currently exceeds that in number of cores [36, 49, 70].

**Network latency.** The picture is less clear with respect to latency. In what follows, we consider the various components of network latency and whether they can be accommodated in our target budget of 3µs (for Class B apps) to 5µs (for Class A apps).

Table 4.4 lists the six components of the end-to-end latency incurred when fetching a 4KB page using 40Gbps links, together with our estimates for each. Our estimates are based on the following common assumptions about existing datacenter networks: (1) the one-way path between servers in different racks crosses three switches (two ToR and one fabric switch) while that between servers in the same rack crosses a single ToR switch, (2) inter-rack distances of 40m and intra-rack distances of 4m with a propagation speed of 5ns/m, (3) cut-through switches. With this, our round-trip latency includes the software overheads associated with moving the page to/from the NIC at both the sending and receiving endpoints (hence 2x the OS and data copy overheads), 6 switch traversals, 4 link traversals in each direction including two intra-rack and two cross-rack, and the transmission time for a 4KB page (we ignore transmission time for the page request), leading to the estimates in Table 4.4.

We start by observing that the network introduces three unavoidable latency overheads: (i) the data transmission time, (ii) the propagation delay; and (iii) the switching delay. Together, these components contribute to roughly 3.14µs across racks and 1.38µs within a rack.\(^6\)

---

\(^6\)We thank Krste Asanović for clarification on FireBox’s technical specs.

\(^7\)As before, we ignore the queuing delays that may result from congestion at switches – we will account for this in §4.4.

\(^8\)Discussions with switch vendors revealed that they are approaching the fundamental limits in reducing switching delays (for electronic switches), hence we treat the switching delay as unavoidable.
In contrast, the network software at the endpoints is a significant contributor to the end-to-end latency! Recent work reports a round-trip kernel processing time of 950 ns measured on a 2.93GHz Intel CPU running FreeBSD (see [110] for details), while [101] reports an overhead of around 1µs to copy data between memory and the NIC. With these estimates, the network software contributes roughly 3.9µs latency — this represents 55% of the end-to-end latency in our baseline inter-rack scenario and 73% in our baseline intra-rack scenario.

The end-to-end latencies we estimated in our baseline scenarios (whether inter- or intra-rack) fail to meet our target latencies for either Class B or Class A applications. Hence, we consider potential optimizations and technologies that can reduce these latencies. Two technologies show promise: RDMA and integrated NICs.

**Using RDMA.** RDMA effectively bypasses the packet processing in the kernel, thus eliminating the OS overheads from Table 4.4. Thus, using RDMA (Infiniband [69] or Omnipath [99]), we estimate a reduced end-to-end latency of 5.14µs across racks (column #4 in Table 4.4) and 3.38µs within a rack.

**Using NIC integration.** Recent industry efforts pursue the integration of NIC functions closer to the CPU [37] which would reduce the overheads associated with copying data to/from the NIC. Rosenblum et al. [111] estimate that such integration together with certain software optimizations can reduce copy overheads to sub-microseconds, which we estimate at 0.5µs (similar to [111]).

**Using RDMA and NIC integration.** As shown in column #5 in Table 4.4, the use of RDMA together with NIC integration reduces the end-to-end latency to 4.14µs across racks; within a rack, this further reduces down to 2.38µs (using the same differences as in column #2 and column #3).

**Takeaways.** We highlight a few takeaways from our analysis:

- The overhead of network software is the key barrier to realizing disaggregation with current networking technologies. Technologies such as RDMA and integrated NICs that eliminate some of these overheads offer promise: reducing end-to-end latencies to 4.14µs between racks and 2.38µs within a rack. However, demonstrating such latencies in a working prototype remains an important topic for future exploration.

- Even assuming RDMA and NIC integration, the end-to-end latency across racks (4.14µs) meets our target latency only for Class A, but not Class B, applications. Our target latency for Class B apps is only met by the end-to-end latency within a rack. Thus, Class B jobs will have to be scheduled within a single rack (or nearby racks). That is, while Class A jobs can be scheduled at blades distributed across the datacenter, Class B jobs will need to be scheduled within a rack. The design and evaluation of such schedulers remains an open topic for future research.

- While new network hardware such as high-bandwidth links (e.g., 100Gbps or even 1Tbps as in [19, 78]) and high-radix switches (e.g., 1000 radix switch [19]) are certainly useful, they
optimize a relatively small piece of the overall latency in our baseline scenario technologies. All-optical switches also fall into this category – providing both potentially negligible switching delay and high bandwidth. That said, once we assume the benefits of RDMA and NIC integration, then the contribution of new links and switches could bring even the cross-rack latency to within our 3\(\mu\)s target for Class B applications, enabling true datacenter-scale disaggregation; e.g., using 100Gbps links reduces the end-to-end latency to 3.59\(\mu\)s between racks, extremely close to our 3\(\mu\)s.

- Finally, we note that managing network congestion to achieve zero or close-to-zero queuing within the network will be essential; e.g., a packet that is delayed such that it is queued behind (say) 4 packets will accumulate an additional delay of 4 \(\times\) 0.82\(\mu\)s! Indeed, reducing such transmission delays may be the reason to adopt high-speed links. We evaluate the impact of network congestion in the following section.

### 4.4 Network Designs for Disaggregation

Our evaluation has so far ignored the impact of queuing delay on end-to-end latency and hence application performance; we remedy the omission in this section. The challenge is that queuing delay is a function of the overall network design, including: the traffic workload, network topology and routing, and the end-to-end transport protocol. Our evaluation focuses on existing proposals for transport protocols, with standard assumptions about the datacenter topology and routing. However, the input traffic workload in DDC will be very different from that in a server-centric datacenter and, to our knowledge, no models exist that characterize traffic in a DDC.

We thus start by devising a methodology that extends our experimental setup to generate an application-driven input traffic workload (§4.4.1), then describe how we use this traffic model to evaluate the impact of queuing delay (§4.4.2). Finally, we present our results on: (i) how existing transport designs perform under DDC traffic workloads (§4.4.3), and (ii) how existing transport designs impact end-to-end application performance (§4.4.4). To our knowledge, our results represent the first evaluation of transport protocols for DDC.

#### 4.4.1 Methodology: DDC Traffic Workloads

Using our experimental setup from §4.3.1, we collect a remote memory access trace from our instrumentation tool as described in §4.3.1, a network access trace using tcpdump[125], and a disk access trace using blktrace.

We translate the accesses from the above traces to network flows in our simulated disaggregated cluster by splitting each node into one compute, one memory, and one disk blade and assigning memory blades to virtual nodes.

All memory and disk accesses captured above are associated with a specific address in the corresponding CPU’s global virtual address space. We assume this address space is uniformly par-
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Figure 4.7: The performance of the five protocols for the case of 100Gbps access link capacity. The results for 40Gbps access links lead to similar conclusions. See §4.4.3 for discussion on these results.

One subtlety remains. Consider the disk accesses at a server $A$ in the original cluster: one might view all these disk accesses as corresponding to a flow between the compute and disk blades corresponding to $A$, but in reality $A$’s CPU may have issued some of these disk accesses in response to a request from a remote server $B$ (e.g., due to a shuffle request). In the disaggregated cluster, this access should be treated as a network flow between $B$’s compute blade and $A$’s disk blade.

To correctly attribute accesses to the CPU that originates the request, we match network and disk traces across the cluster – e.g., matching the network traffic between $B$ and $A$ to the disk traffic at $A$ – using a heuristic based on both the timestamps and volume of data transferred. If a locally captured memory or disk access request matches a local flow in our tcpdump traces, then it is assumed to be part of a remote read and is attributed to the remote endpoint of the network flow. Otherwise, the memory/disk access is assumed to have originated from the local CPU.

4.4.2 Methodology: Queuing delay

We evaluate the use of existing network designs for DDC in two steps. First, we evaluate how existing network designs fare under DDC traffic workloads. For this, we consider a suite of state-of-the-art network designs and use simulation to evaluate their network-layer performance – measured in terms of flow completion time (FCT) – under the traffic workloads we generate as above. We then return to actual execution of our applications (Table 4.2) and once again emulate disaggregation by injecting latencies for page misses. However, now we inject the flow completion times obtained from our best-performing network design (as opposed to the constant latencies from §4.3). This last step effectively “closes the loop”, allowing us to evaluate the impact of disaggregation on
application-level performance for realistic network designs and conditions.

**Simulation Setup.** We use the same simulation setup as prior work on datacenter transports \[15, 16, 55\]. We simulate a topology with 9 racks (with 144 total endpoints) and a full bisection bandwidth Clos topology with 36KB buffers per port; our two changes from prior work are to use 40Gbps or 100Gbps access links (as per §4.3), and setting propagation and switching delays as discussed in §4.3.3 (Table 4.4 with RDMA and NIC integration). We map the 5 EC2-node cluster into a disaggregated cluster with 15 blades: 5 each of compute, memory and disk. Then, we extract the flow size and inter-arrival time distribution for each endpoint pair in the 15 blades disaggregated cluster, and generate traffic using the distributions. Finally, we embed the multiple disaggregated clusters into the 144-endpoint datacenter with both rack-scale and datacenter-scale disaggregation, where communicating nodes are constrained to be within a rack and unconstrained, respectively.

We evaluate five protocols; in each case, we set protocol-specific parameters following the default settings but adapted to our bandwidth-delay product as recommended.

1. **TCP**, with an initial congestion window of 2.
2. **DCTCP**, which leverages ECN for enhanced performance in datacenter contexts.
3. **pFabric**, approximates shortest-job-first scheduling in a network context using switch support to prioritize flows with a smaller remaining flow size \[16\]. We set pFabric to have an initial congestion window of 12 packets and a retransmission timeout of 45µs.
4. **pHost**, emulates pFabric’s behavior but using only scheduling at the end hosts \[55\] and hence allows the use of commodity switches. We set pHost to have a free token limit of 8 packets and a retransmission timeout of 9.5µs as recommended in \[55\].
5. **Fastpass**, introduces a centralized scheduler that schedules every packet. We implement Fastpass’s \[104\] scheduling algorithm in our simulator as described in \[55\] and optimistically assume that the scheduler’s decision logic itself incurs no overhead (i.e., takes zero time) and hence we only consider the latency and bandwidth overhead of contacting the central scheduler. We set the Fastpass epoch size to be 8 packets.

**4.4.3 Network-level performance**

We evaluate the performance of our candidate transport protocols in terms of their mean slowdown \[16\], which is computed as follows. The slowdown for a flow is computed by dividing the flow completion time achieved in simulation by the time that the flow would take to complete if it were alone in the network. The mean slowdown is then computed by averaging the slowdown over all flows. Figure 4.7 plots the mean slowdown for our five candidate protocols, using 100Gbps links (all other parameters are as in §4.4.2).

**Results.** We make the following observations. First, while the relative ordering in mean slowdown for the different protocols is consistent with prior results \[55\], their absolute values are higher than
reported in their original papers; e.g. pFabric and pHost both report close-to-optimal slowdowns with values close to 1.0 [16,55]. On closer examination, we found that the higher slowdowns with disaggregation are a consequence of the differences in our traffic workloads (both earlier studies used heavy-tailed traffic workloads based on measurement studies from existing datacenters). In our DDC workload, reflecting the application-driven nature of our workload, we observe many flow arrivals that appear very close in time (only observable on sub-10s of microsecond timescales), leading to high slowdowns for these flows. This effect is strongest in the case of the Wordcount application, which is why it suffers the highest slowdowns. We observed similar results in our simulation of rack-scale disaggregation (graph omitted).

### 4.4.4 Application-level performance

We now use the pFabric FCTs obtained from the above simulations as the memory access times in our emulation methodology from §4.3.

We measure the degradation in application performance that results from injecting remote memory access times drawn from the FCTs that pFabric achieves with 40Gbps links and with 100Gbps links, in each case considering both datacenter-wide and rack-scale disaggregation. As in §4.3, we measure performance degradation compared to the baseline of performance without disaggregation (i.e., injecting zero latency).

In all cases, we find that the inclusion of queuing delay does have a non-trivial impact on performance degradation at 40 Gbps – typically increasing the performance degradation relative to the case of zero-queuing delay by between 2-3x, with an average performance degradation of 14% with datacenter-scale disaggregation and 11% with rack-scale disaggregation.

With 100Gbps links, we see (in Figure 4.8) that the performance degradation ranges between 1-8.5% on average with datacenter scale disaggregation, and containment to a rack lowers the degradation to between 0.4-3.5% on average. This leads us to conclude that 100Gbps links are both required and sufficient to contain the performance impact of queuing delay.

### 4.5 Future Directions

So far, we used emulation and simulation to evaluate the minimum network requirements for disaggregation. This opens two directions for future work: (1) demonstrating an end-to-end system implementation of remote memory access that meets our latency targets, and (2) investigating programming models that actively exploit disaggregation to improve performance. We present early results investigating the above with the intent of demonstrating the potential for realizing positive results to the above questions: each topic merits an in-depth exploration that is out of scope for this paper.
4.5.1 Implementing remote memory access

We previously identified an end-to-end latency target of 3-5$\mu$s for DDC that we argued could be met with RDMA. The (promising) RDMA latencies in \S 4.4 are as reported by native RDMA-based applications. We were curious about the feasibility of realizing these latencies if we were to retain our architecture from the previous section in which remote memory is accessed as a special swap device as this would provide a simple and transparent approach to utilizing remote memory.

We thus built a kernel space RDMA block device driver which serves as a swap device; i.e., the local CPU can now swap to remote memory instead of disk. We implemented the block device driver on a machine with a 3 GHz CPU and a Mellanox 4xFDR Infiniband card providing 56 Gbps bandwidth. We test the block device throughput using \texttt{dd} with direct IO, and measure the request latency by instrumenting the driver code. The end-to-end latency of our approach includes the RDMA request latency and the latency introduced by the kernel swap itself. We focus on each in turn.

\textbf{RDMA request latency.} A few optimizations were necessary to improve RDMA performance in our context. First, we batch block requests sent to the RDMA NIC and the driver waits for all the requests to return before notifying the upper layer: this gave a block device throughput of only 0.8GB/s and latency around 4-16us. Next, we merge requests with contiguous addresses into a single large request: this improved throughput to 2.6GB/s (a 3x improvement). Finally, we allow asynchronous RDMA requests: we created a data structure to keep track of outgoing requests and notify the upper layer immediately for each completed request; this improves throughput to 3.3GB/s which is as high as a local RamFS, and reduces the request latency to 3-4us (Table 4.5). This latency is within 2x of latencies reported by native RDMA applications which we view as encouraging given the simplicity of the design and that additional optimizations are likely possible.

\textbf{Swap latency.} We calculated the software overhead of swapping on a commodity desktop running Linux 3.13 by simultaneously measuring the times spent in the page fault handler and accessing...
4.5.2 Improved performance via disaggregation

In the longer term, one might expect to re-architect applications to actively exploit disaggregation for improved performance. One promising direction is for applications to exploit the availability of low-latency access to large pools of remote memory [84]. One approach to doing so is based on extending the line of argument in the COST work [87] by using remote memory to avoid
parallelization overheads. COST is a single machine graph engine that outperforms distributed graph engines like GraphX when the graph fits into main memory. The RDMA swap device enables COST to use “infinite” remote memory when the graph is too large. We estimate the potential benefits of this approach with the following experiment. First, to model an application running in a DDC, we set up a virtual machine with 4 cores, 2GB of local memory, and access to an “infinitely” large remote memory pool by swapping to an RDMA-backed block device. Next, we consider two scenarios that represent server-centric architecture. One is a server with 4 cores and 8GB of local memory (25% larger than the DDC case as in previous sections) and an “infinitely” large local SSD swap – this represents the COST baseline in a server-centric context. Second, we evaluate GraphX using a 16-node m2.4xlarge cluster on EC2 – this represents the scale-out approach in current server-centric architecture. We run Pagerank and Connected Components using COST, a single-thread graph compute engine over three large graph datasets. COST mmaps the input file, so we store the input files on another RDMA-backed block device. Figure 4.9 shows the application runtime of COST-DDC, COST-SSD and GraphX-Server Centric. In all but one case, COST-DDC is 1.48 to 2.05 times faster than the GraphX (server-centric) scenario and slightly better than the server-centric COST scenario (the improvement over the latter grows with increasing data set size). Performance is worse for Pagerank on the UK-2007-5 dataset, consistent with the results in [87] because the graph in this case is more easily partitioned.

Finally, another promising direction for improving performance is through better resource utilization. As argued in [63, 84], CPU-to-memory utilization for tasks in today’s datacenters varies by three orders of magnitude across tasks; by “bin packing” on a much larger scale, DDC should achieve more efficient statistical multiplexing, and hence higher resource utilization and improved job completion times. We leave an exploration of this direction to future work.

4.6 Related Work and Discussion

As mentioned earlier, there are many recent and ongoing efforts to prototype disaggregated hardware. We discussed the salient features of these efforts inline throughout this paper and hence we only briefly elaborate on them here.

Lim et al. [84, 85] discuss the trend of growing peak compute-to-memory ratio, warning of the “memory capacity wall” and prototype a disaggregated memory blade. Their results demonstrate that memory disaggregation is feasible and can even provide a 10x performance improvement in memory constrained environments.

Sudan et al. [123] use an ASIC based interconnect fabric to build a virtualized I/O system for better resource sharing. However, these interconnects are designed for their specific context; the authors neither discuss network support for disaggregation more broadly nor consider the possibility of leveraging known datacenter network technologies to enable disaggregation.

FireBox [19] proposes a holistic architecture redesign of datacenter racks to include 1Tbps silicon photonic links, high-radix switches, remote nonvolatile memory, and System-on-Chips (SoCs).
Theia [134] proposes a new network topology that interconnects SoCs at high density. Huawei’s DC3.0 (NUWA) system uses a proprietary PCIe-based interconnect. R2C2 [44] proposes new topologies, routing and congestion control designs for rack-scale disaggregation. None of these efforts evaluate network requirements based on existing workloads as we do, nor do they evaluate the effectiveness of existing network designs in supporting disaggregation or the possibility of disaggregating at scale.

In an early position paper, Han et al. [63] measure – as we do – the impact of remote memory access latency on application-level performance within a single machine. Our work extends this understanding to a larger set of workloads and concludes with more stringent requirements on latency and bandwidth than Han et al. do, due to our consideration of Class B applications. In addition, we use simulation and emulation to study the impact of queueing delay and transport designs which further raises the bar on our target network performance.

Multiple recent efforts [48, 77, 83, 101] aim to reduce the latency in networked applications through techniques that bypass the kernel networking stack, and so forth. Similarly, efforts toward NIC integration by CPU architects [37] promise to enable even further latency-saving optimizations. As we note in §4.3.3, such efforts are crucial enablers in meeting our latency targets.

Distributed Shared Memory (DSM) [34, 81, 93] systems create a shared address space and allow remote memory to be accessed among different endpoints. While this is a simple programming abstraction, DSM incurs high synchronization overhead. Our work simplifies the design by using remote memory only for paging, which removes synchronization between the endpoints.

Based on our knowledge of existing designs and prototypes [19, 67, 84, 85, 126], we assume partial memory disaggregation and limit the cache coherence domain to one CPU. However, future designs may relax these assumptions, causing more remote memory access traffic and cache coherence traffic. In these designs, specialized network hardware may become necessary.

4.7 Conclusion

We did a preliminary study that identifies numerous directions for future work before disaggregation is deployable. Most important among these are the adoption of low-latency network software and hardware at endpoints, the design and implementation of a “disaggregation-aware” scheduler, and the creation of new programming models which exploit a disaggregated architecture. We believe that quantified, workload-driven studies such as that presented in this paper can serve to inform these ongoing and future efforts to build DDC systems.
Chapter 5

pHost: Distributed Near-Optimal Datacenter Transport Over Commodity Network Fabric

5.1 Introduction

Users of Internet services are extremely sensitive to delays. Motivated by this, there has been a tremendous effort recently to optimize network performance in modern datacenters. Reflecting the needs of datacenter applications, these efforts typically focus on optimizing the more application-centric notion of flow completion time (FCT), using metrics such as a flow’s slowdown which compares its FCT against the theoretical minimum (flow size in bytes divided by the access link bandwidth).

Recent research has produced a plethora of new datacenter transport designs [15, 16, 27, 65, 91, 104, 137]. The state-of-the-art is pFabric [16] that achieves close to theoretically minimal slowdown over a wide variety of workloads. However, to achieve this near-optimal performance, pFabric requires specialized network hardware that implements a specific packet scheduling and queue management algorithm\(^1\). There are two disadvantages to this: (i) pFabric cannot use commodity hardware, and (ii) pFabric’s packet scheduling algorithm cannot be altered to achieve policy goals beyond minimizing slowdown — such goals may become relevant when the datacenter is shared by multiple users and/or multiple applications.

Countering this use of specialized hardware, the Fastpass proposal [104] uses commodity switches coupled with a flexible and fine-grained (close to per-packet) central scheduler. While

\(^1\)Specifically, in pFabric, each packet carries the number of currently remaining (that is, un-ACKed) bytes in the packet’s flow. A pFabric switch defines a flow’s priority based on the packet from that flow with the smallest remaining number of bytes. The switch then schedules the oldest packet from the flow with the highest priority. Note that, within a flow, the oldest packet may be different from the packet with the fewest remaining bytes since packets transmitted later may record fewer remaining bytes.
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this allows the network fabric to remain simple and policy-agnostic, the resulting performance is significantly worse than that achieved by pFabric, especially for short flows (§5.4). In this paper, we ask: Is it possible to achieve the near-ideal performance of pFabric using commodity switches?

We answer this question in the affirmative with pHost, a new datacenter transport design that is simple and general — requiring no specialized network hardware, no per-flow state or complex rate calculations at switches, no centralized global scheduler and no explicit network feedback — yet achieves performance surprisingly close to pFabric.

In the next section, we provide the rationale for and overview of the pHost design. We provide the specifics of our design in §5.3. In §5.4, we evaluate pHost’s performance, comparing it against pFabric [16] and Fastpass [104]. We discuss related work in §5.5 and close the paper with a few concluding comments in §5.6.

5.2 pHost Overview

We start with a brief review of modern datacenter networks (§5.2.1). We then describe the key aspects of pHost’s design (§5.2.2), and close the section with an intuitive description of why pHost’s approach works (§5.2.3).

5.2.1 Modern Datacenter Networks

Modern datacenter networks differ from traditional WAN networks in several respects.

• **Small RTTs**: The geographic extent of datacenter networks is quite limited, so the resulting speed-of-light latencies are small. In addition, switch forwarding latencies have dropped as cut-through switching has become common in commodity switches.

• **Full bisection bandwidth**: By using topologies such as Fat-Tree [13] or VL2 [62], datacenter networks now provide full bisection bandwidth [11, 107].

• **Simple switches**: Datacenter switches tend to be relatively simple (compared to high-end WAN routers). However, they do provide some basic features: a few priority levels (typically 8–10 [5,15,65], ECMP and/or packet spraying (that is, randomized load balancing on a per-flow and/or per-packet basis [5,46], cut-through switching, and relatively small buffers.

pHost both assumes and exploits these characteristics of datacenter networks, as we elaborate on in §5.2.3.

5.2.2 Basic Transport Mechanism

We now provide a high-level overview of pHost’s transport mechanism. pHost is built around a host-based scheduling mechanism that involves requests-to-send (RTS), per-packet token assign-
ment, and receiver-based selection of pending flows. These techniques have their roots in wireless protocols (e.g., 802.11) and capability-based DDoS mechanisms (e.g., SIFF [141]). Specifically:

- Each source end-host, upon a flow arrival, sends a request to send (RTS) packet to the destination of the flow. The RTS may contain information relevant for making scheduling decisions (such as flow’s size, or which tenant the source belongs to, etc.).
- Once every packet transmission time, each destination end-host considers the set of pending RTSs (that is, RTSs for flows that still have bytes to send) and sends a “token” to one of the corresponding sources. The token allows the source to transmit one data packet from that flow, and may specify the priority level at which the packet is to be sent at. Thus, each destination host performs per-packet scheduling across the set of active flows independent of other destinations.
- Tokens expire if the source has not used the token within a short period after receiving the token (default being $1.5 \times$ MTU-sized packet transmission time). Each source may also be assigned a few “free tokens” for each flow, which need not be sent from the destination host.
- After each packet transmission, a source selects one of its unexpired tokens and sends the corresponding data packet. Thus, each source host also performs a selection across its set of active flows independent of our sources.
- Once the destination has received all data packets for a flow, it sends an ACK packet to the source.
- All control packets (RTS, tokens, ACKs) are sent at the highest priority.

pHost’s design has several degrees of freedom: the scheduling at the destination (which flows to send next token to), the scheduling at the source (which token to use after each packet transmission), the priority level at which each data packet is sent at, and the number of free tokens assigned to the sources. These can be configured to achieve different performance goals, without any modification in the network fabric. For instance, we demonstrate later that pHost is competitive with pFabric when the above degrees of freedom are configured to globally minimize slowdown, but can also be configured to optimize for performance metrics other than slowdown (e.g., meeting flow deadlines, or achieving fairness across multiple tenants, etc.).

### 5.2.3 Why pHost works

Similar to prior proposals (e.g., pFabric [16]), we utilize the packet-spraying feature found in many commodity switches (in which packets are spread uniformly across the set of available routes) [5, 46]. Intuitively, using packet-spraying in a full-bisection-bandwidth network can eliminate almost all congestion in the core (§5.4), so we do not need sophisticated path-level scheduling (as in Fastpass) nor detailed packet scheduling in the core switches (as in pFabric). However, we do make use of the few levels of priority available in commodity switches to ensure that signaling packets suffer few drops.
While there is no congestion in the core, there can still be congestion at the destination host if multiple sources are sending flows to the destination at the same time. In pHost, this comes down to how the destination grants tokens in response to RTS requests from sources. Choosing flows that should be assigned tokens at any time is effectively a bipartite matching problem. A centralized scheduler could compute a match based on a global view (akin to how early routers managed their switch fabrics) but this would incur the complexity of a scalable centralized scheduler and the latency overhead of communication with that scheduler (§5.4). In pHost, we instead use a fully decentralized scheduler (once again, akin to router scheduler designs such as PIM [17] and iSlip). The resulting match may be imperfect, but we compensate for this in two ways. To avoid starvation at the source (if a destination does not respond with a token), we allow the source to launch multiple RTSs in parallel. Each source is also given a small budget of free tokens for each flow; this also allows sources to start sending without waiting for the RTT to hear from the destination. To avoid starvation at the destination (e.g., when a source does not utilize the token it was assigned), we use a back-off mechanism where (for a short time) a destination avoids sending tokens to a particular source if the source has not used the tokens it was recently assigned by the destination.

As we shall show, the combination of these techniques avoids starvation at the hosts, and allow pHost to achieve good network utilization despite a fully decentralized host-based scheduler.

5.3 Design Details

We now describe the details of pHost’s design. At a high level, there are two main components to pHost’s design: (i) the protocol that dictates how sources and destinations communicate by exchanging and using RTS, token and data packets, and (ii) the scheduling policy that dictates which sources and destinations communicate.

We start by describing the protocol that end-hosts implement (§5.3.1) and then elaborate on how this protocol ensures high network utilization (§5.3.2). We then describe how pHost supports flexible scheduling policies (§5.3.3). Finally we describe how pHost achieves reliable transmission in the face of packet drops (§5.3.4).

5.3.1 pHost Source and Destination

pHost end-hosts run simple algorithms for token assignment and utilization. The algorithm for the source is summarized in Algorithm 1. When a new flow arrives, the source immediately sends an RTS to the destination of the flow. The RTS may include information regarding the flow (flow size, deadline, which tenant the flow belongs to, etc) to be used by the destination in making scheduling decisions. The source maintains a per-flow list of “tokens” where each token represents the permission to send one packet to the flow’s destination; we refer to this as the ActiveTokens list. The ActiveTokens list is initialized with a configurable number of “free tokens” (we elaborate on the role of free tokens in §5.3.2); all subsequent tokens can only be explicitly granted by the destination in response to an RTS.
Algorithm 1 pHost algorithm at Source.

if new flow arrives then
    Send RTS
    ActiveTokens ← FreeTokens  ▷ Add free tokens (§5.3.2)
else if new token $T$ received then
    Set ExpiryTime($T$)  ▷ Tokens expire in fixed time (§5.3.2)
    ActiveTokens ← $T$
else if idle then
    $T = \text{Pick}(\text{ActiveTokens})$  ▷ pick unexpired token (§5.3.3)
    Send Packet corresponding to $T$
end if

When a source receives a token from the destination, it adds this token to its ActiveTokens list. Each token has an associated expiry time and the source is only allowed to send a packet if it holds an unexpired token for that packet (again, we elaborate on the role of token timeouts in §5.3.2). Whenever a source is idle, it selects a token from ActiveTokens based on the desired policy goals (§5.3.3) and sends out the packet for the corresponding token.

The high-level algorithm used at the destination is summarized in Algorithm 2. Each destination maintains the set of flows for which the destination received an RTS but has not yet received all the data packets; we refer to this as the PendingRTS list. When the destination receives a new RTS, it adds the RTS to PendingRTS immediately. Every (MTU-sized) packet transmission time, the destination selects an RTS from PendingRTS list based on the desired policy goals (§5.3.3) and sends out a token to the corresponding source. The token contains the flow ID, the packet ID and (optionally) a priority value to be used for the packet. As at the source, each token has an associated expiry time (we use a value of $1.5 \times$ MTU-sized packet transmission time). A token assigned by the destination is considered revoked if it is not utilized within its expiry time. This avoids congestion at the destination as sources cannot use tokens at arbitrary times. In addition, the destination maintains a count of the number of expired tokens for the flow. If this count exceeds a threshold value, the flow is marked as “downgraded” which lowers the likelihood it will be granted tokens in the immediate future; we elaborate on the details and purpose of downgrading in §5.3.2. Finally, once the destination has received all the packets for a flow, it sends an ACK to the source and removes the RTS from PendingRTS list.
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Algorithm 2 pHost algorithm at Destination.

if receive RTS $R$ then
    PendingRTS ← $R$
else if idle then
    $F = \text{Pick}(\text{PendingRTS})$ ▷ Pick an active flow (§5.3.3)
    Send Token $T$ for flow $F$
    if $F.\#\text{ExpiredTokens} > \text{Threshold}$ then ▷ (§5.3.2)
        Downgrade $F$ for time $t^*$ ▷ (§5.3.2)
    end if
else if Received data for token $T$ then
    Set Token $T$ as responded
end if

Note that all control packets (RTS, token, ACK) in pHost are sent at the highest priority.

5.3.2 Maximizing Network Utilization

As discussed earlier, packet spraying in a full-bisection bandwidth network eliminates almost all congestion in the core. However, sources sending multiple RTSs in parallel (Algorithm 1) and destinations assigning one token per packet transmission time (Algorithm 2) may lead to network underutilization. For a centralized scheduler (as in Fastpass), avoiding this underutilization is easy since the scheduler has a global view of the network. To achieve high network utilization in a fully decentralized manner, however, pHost has to resolve two challenges. We discuss these challenges and how pHost resolves these challenges.

Free tokens for new flow arrivals. Recall that upon a flow arrival, the source immediately sends an RTS to the corresponding destination. The first challenge is that the bandwidth at the source may be wasted until the token for the flow has been received (even if the destination is free, source cannot send the packets). This may have particularly adverse effect on short flow performance, since such a wait may be unnecessary. pHost avoids this overhead by assigning each source a few “free tokens” per flow that can be used by the source without receiving any tokens from the corresponding destination.

Source downgrading and token expiry. To understand the second challenge, let us consider the case of Figure 5.1. When the source in the above example prefers the token for flow B in the second time unit, the bandwidth at the destination for flow A is wasted. Even worse, another source may have a flow C to send to the destination of flow A, but the destination continues sending tokens to the source of flow A, which in turn continues to prefer utilizing tokens for flow B. This may lead to long term wastage of bandwidth at both the destination of flow A and the source of flow C.
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Figure 5.1: In this example, two flows A and B arrive at the source at roughly the same time, and two RTS are sent to the respective destinations. Suppose the source gets a token for flow A first. Since the source has only one token, it immediately consumes it by sending the corresponding data packet to destination A. Now suppose the source receives another token for flow A and a token for flow B while it is sending the data packet for flow A. The source now has two tokens, one for each flow. Suppose the source decides to utilize the token for flow B at this step.

pHost uses a source downgrading mechanism to prevent a destination from sending tokens to a source that does not respond with data packets. As mentioned earlier, pHost destinations maintain a count of the number of unexpired tokens for each source. If this count exceeds a threshold value in succession (default being a BDP worth of tokens), the destination downgrades the source and stops assigning tokens to that source. The source is left downgraded for a timeout period (default being $3 \times \text{RTT}$). After the timeout period, the destination resends tokens to the source for the packets that were not received.

5.3.3 Local Scheduling Problem

Datacenter network operators today have to contend between a rich mix of tenants and applications sharing the network, each of which may have a different performance goal. For instance, the goal in some scenarios may be to optimize for tail latency (e.g., web search and social networking) across all flows. In other scenarios (e.g., multiple tenants), the goal may be to share network bandwidth fairly among the tenants. As pHost implements scheduling at end-hosts, it naturally provides algorithmic flexibility in optimizing for various performance metrics. In this subsection, we describe how this enables flexibility in terms of network resource allocation between users and applications, and to optimize the network for a wide variety of performance metrics.

Recall, from §5.3.1 that the pHost sources send a RTS to the destination expressing their intent of sending packets upon each flow arrival. The sources embed the information related to the flow (e.g., flow size, deadlines, etc) within the RTS packet. The destinations then assign tokens to the flows, optionally specifying a priority level to be used for the packets in the flow. We
describe how this design enables optimizing for three different performance objectives using end-host scheduling: (i) minimizing flow completion time \[15,16,27,91,104\]; (ii) deadline-constrained traffic \[16,65,137\]; and (iii) fairness across multiple tenants.

The optimal algorithm for minimizing flow completion time when scheduling over a single link is Shortest Remaining Processing Time (SRPT) scheduling, which prioritizes the flow with the fewest remaining bytes. Transport protocols \[16,104\] that achieve near-ideal performance emulate this policy over a distributed network fabric by prioritizing flows that have least number of packets remaining to complete the flow. pHost can emulate SRPT over a distributed network fabric using the same scheduling policy — each destination prioritizes flows with least number of remaining packets while assigning tokens; the destination additionally allows the sources to send short flows with the second highest priority and long flows with the third highest priority (recall, control packets are sent with the highest priority). Note that this is significantly different from pFabric, which assigns packet priority to be the remaining flow size. Similarly, the sources prioritize flows with the fewest number of remaining packets while utilizing tokens; the sources also use any free tokens when idle. We show in §5.4 that using this simple scheduling policy at the end-hosts, pHost achieves performance close to that of state-of-the-art protocols when minimizing flow completion time.

Next, we discuss how pHost enables optimizing for deadline-constrained traffic \[16,65,137\]. The optimal algorithm for scheduling deadline-constrained flows over a single link is Earliest Deadline First (EDF), which prioritizes the flow with the earliest deadline. pHost can emulate EDF by having each source specify the flow deadline in its RTS. Each destination then prioritizes flows with earliest deadline (analogous to the SRPT policy) when assigning tokens; the sources, as earlier, prioritize flows with earliest deadline when utilizing tokens.

Indeed, pFabric \[16\] can emulate the above two policies despite embedding the scheduling policies within the network fabric. We now discuss a third policy which highlights the necessity of decoupling scheduling from the network fabric. Consider a multi-tenant datacenter network where tenant A is running a web search workload (most flows are short) while tenant B is running a MapReduce workload (most flows are long). pFabric will naturally prioritize tenant A’s shorter flows over tenant B’s longer flows, starving tenant B. pHost, on the other hand, can avoid this starvation using its end-host based scheduling. Specifically, the destinations now maintain a counter for the number of packets received so far from each tenant and in each unit time assign a token to a flow from the tenant with smaller count. While providing fairness across tenants, pHost can still allow achieving the tenant-specific performance goals for their respective flows (implementing scheduling policies for each tenant’s flows).

### 5.3.4 Handling Packet drops

As we show in §5.4, the core idea of pHost end-hosts performing per-packet scheduling to minimize congestion at their respective access links leads to negligible number of packet drops in full-bisection bandwidth datacenter networks. For the unlikely scenario of some packets being dropped, per-packet token assignment in pHost lends itself to an extremely simple mechanism to
handle packet drops. In particular, recall from §5.3.1 that each destination in pHost assigns a token to a specific packet identifying the packet ID along with the token. If the destination does not receive one of the packets until a token has been sent out for the last packet of the flow (or timeout), the destination simply reissues a token for the lost packet when the flow has the turn to receive a token. The source, upon receiving the token, retransmits the lost packet(s).

5.4 Evaluation

In this section, we evaluate pHost over a wide range of datacenter network workloads and performance metrics, and compare its performance against pFabric and Fastpass.

5.4.1 Test Setup

Our overall test setup is identical to that used in pFabric [16] We first elaborate on this setup — the network topology, workload and metrics; we then describe the protocols we evaluate and the default test configurations we use.

Network Topology. We use the same network topology as in pFabric [16]. The topology is a two-tier multi-rooted tree with 9 racks and 144 end-hosts. Each end-host has a 10Gbps access link and each core switch has nine 40Gbps links; each network link has a propagation delay of 200ns. The resultant network fabric provides a full bisection bandwidth of 144Gbps. Network switches implement cut-through routing and packet spraying (functions common in existing commodity switches [5, 16, 46]). pFabric assumes each switch port has a queue buffer of 36kB; we use this as our default configuration value but also evaluate the effect of per-port buffer sizes ranging from 6kB-72kB.

Workloads. We evaluate performance over three production traces whose flow size distributions are shown in Figure 5.2. All three traces are heavy-tailed, meaning that most of the flows are short but most of the bytes are in the long flows. The first two – “Web Search” [15] and “Data Mining” [62] – are the traces used in pFabric’s evaluation. The third “IMC10” trace uses the flow size distributions reported in a measurement study of production datacenters [35]. The IMC10 trace is similar to the Data Mining trace except in the tail: the largest flow in the IMC10 trace is 3MB compared to 1GB in the Data Mining trace. In addition to production traces, we also consider a synthetic “bimodal” workload that we use to highlight specific performance characteristics of the three protocols; we elaborate on this workload inline in §5.4.3. As in prior work [16, 27], we generate flows from these workloads using a Poisson arrival process for a specified target network load. We consider target network loads ranging from 0.5 – 0.8.

Performance metrics. The primary metric we focus on is that used in pFabric: mean slowdown, defined as follows: let OPT(i) be the flow completion time of flow i when it is the only flow

---

2We would like to thank the pFabric authors for sharing their simulator with us; our simulator builds upon theirs.
in the network and let $FCT(i)$ be the observed flow completion time when competing with other flows. Then, for flow $i$, the slowdown is defined as the ratio of $FCT(i)$ and $OPT(i)$. Note that $FCT(i) \geq OPT(i)$; thus, a smaller slowdown implies better performance. The mean and high percentile slowdowns are calculated accordingly across the set of flows in the workload. For completeness, in §5.4.3, we consider a range of additional metrics considered in previous studies, including “normalized” FCT, throughput, and the fraction of flows that meet their target deadlines; we define these additional metrics in §5.4.3.

**Evaluated Protocols.** We evaluate pHost against pFabric [16] and Fastpass [104]. For pFabric, we use the simulator provided by the authors of pFabric with their recommended configuration options: an initial congestion window of 12 packets, an RTO of 45µs, and the network topology described above. Unfortunately, a packet-level simulator is unavailable for Fastpass and hence we implemented Fastpass in our own simulator. Our implementation of Fastpass uses: (1) 40B control packets and an epoch size of 8 packets (Fastpass makes scheduling decisions every epoch with a recommended epoch interval of 8 MTU transmission times), (2) zero processing overhead at the centralized packet scheduler (i.e., we assume the scheduler solves the global scheduling problem infinitely fast); and (3) perfect time synchronization (so that all end-hosts are synchronized on epoch start and end times). Note that the latter two represent the best-case performance scenario for Fastpass.

**Default configuration.** Unless stated otherwise, our evaluation use a default configuration that is based on an all-to-all traffic matrix with a network load of 0.6, a per-port buffer of 36kB at switches, and other settings as discussed above. For pHost, we set the token expiry time to be $1.5\times$, source downgrade time to be $8\times$ and timeout to be $24\times$ MTU-sized packet transmission time (note that BDP for our topology is 8 packets). Moreover, we assign 8 free tokens to each flow. We evaluate the robustness of our results over a range of performance metrics, workloads, traffic matrices and parameter settings in §5.4.3.
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Figure 5.3: Mean slowdown of pFabric, pHost, and Fastpass across different workloads for our default configuration (0.6 load, per-port buffers of 36kB). pHost performs comparable to pFabric, and 1.3–4× better than Fastpass.

Figure 5.4: Breakdown of mean slowdown by flow size for pFabric, pHost, and Fastpass (all flows greater than 10MB (for Data Mining and Web Search workloads) and greater than 100KB (for IMC10 workload) are considered long flows). All the three schemes have similar performance for long flows; for short flows, however, pHost performs similar to pFabric and 1.3–4× better than Fastpass.
5.4.2 Performance Evaluation Overview

Figure 5.3 shows the mean slowdown achieved by each scheme for our three trace-based workloads. We see that the performance of pHost is comparable to that of pFabric. pFabric is known to achieve near-optimal slowdown [16]; hence these results show that pHost’s radically different design approach based on scheduling at the end-hosts is equally effective at optimizing slowdown.

Somewhat surprisingly, we see that slowdown with Fastpass is almost $4 \times$ higher than pHost and pFabric. We can explain this performance difference by breaking down our results by flow size: Figure 5.4 shows the mean slowdown for short flows versus that for long flows. For long flows, all the three protocols have comparable performance; however, for short flows, both pHost and pFabric achieve significantly better performance than Fastpass. Since the three workloads contain approximately 82% short flows and 18% long flows, the performance advantage that pFabric and pHost enjoy for short flows dominates the overall mean slowdown.

That pFabric and pHost outperform Fastpass for short flows is (in retrospect) not surprising: Fastpass schedules flows in epochs of 8 packets, so a short flow must wait for at least an epoch ($\sim 10\mu s$) before it gets scheduled. Further, the signaling overhead of control packets adds another round trip of delay before a short flow can send any packet. Neither pFabric nor pHost incur this overhead on flow arrival. That all three protocols have comparable performance for long flows is also intuitive because, for a long flow, the initial waiting time in Fastpass (one epoch and one round trip time) is negligible compared to its total FCT.

The above results show that pHost can match the near-optimal performance of pFabric (without requiring specialized support from the network fabric) and significantly outperforms Fastpass (despite lacking the global view in scheduling packets that Fastpass enjoys). Next, we evaluate whether the above conclusions hold for a wider range of workloads, performance metrics and traffic matrices.

5.4.3 Varying Metrics and Scenarios

We now evaluate pHost– and how pHost compares to pFabric and Fastpass – over varying performance metrics, network load, traffic matrices, etc.

**Varying Performance Metrics.** Our evaluation so far has focused on mean slowdown as our performance metric. We now evaluate performance using five additional metrics introduced in prior work: (i) normalized flow completion time \([27, 65, 91, 104]\), defined as ratio of the mean of $FCT(i)$ and the mean of $OPT(i)$; (ii) network throughput, measured as the number of bytes delivered to receivers through the network over unit time normalized by the access link bandwidth; (iii) the 99 percentile in slowdown \([16]\); (iv) for deadline-constrained traffic, the fraction of flows that meet deadlines \([16, 65, 137]\); and (v) packet drop rates. Figure 5.5 shows our results using the above metrics.

---

3Note that the evaluation in \([104]\) does not compare the performance of Fastpass to that of pFabric.
NFCT. Figure 5.5a shows that all three protocols see similar performance as measured by NFCT; across all evaluated cases, the maximum difference in NFCT between any two protocols is 15%. This similarity is simply because the NFCT metric, as defined, is (unlike mean slowdown) dominated by the FCT of long flows. FCT for long flows is in turn dominated by the time to transmit the large number of bytes involved, which is largely unaffected by protocol differences and hence all three protocols have similar performance.
Figure 5.5: Performance of the three protocols across various performance metrics. See §5.4.3 for detailed discussion.
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Throughput. The results for throughput (shown in Figure 5.5b) follow trend similar to NFCT results, again because overall throughput is dominated by the performance of long flows.

Deadlines. We now evaluate the performance of the three protocols over deadline-constrained traffic (Figure 5.5c). We assign a deadline to each flow using exponential distribution with mean $1000\mu s$ [16]; if the assigned deadline is less than $1.25 \times$ the optimal FCT to a flow, we set the deadline for that flow to be $1.25 \times$ its optimal FCT. We observe that all protocols achieve similar performance in terms of fraction of flows that meet their deadlines, with the maximum difference in performance between any two protocols being 2%.

We conclude that for applications that care about optimizing NFCT, throughput or deadline-constrained traffic, all three protocols offer comparable performance. The advantage of pHost for such applications lie in considerations other than performance: that pHost relies only on commodity network fabrics and that pHost avoids the engineering challenges associated with scaling a centralized controller.

Tail latency and drop rates. We now evaluate the three protocols for two additional performance metrics: tail latency for short flows and the packet drop rate.

99%ile Slowdown. Prior work has argued the importance of tail performance in datacenters and hence we also look at slowdown at the 99-percentile, shown in Figure 5.5d. We see that for both pHost and pFabric, the 99%ile slowdown is around 2 (roughly 33% higher than the mean slowdown), while for Fastpass the slowdown increases to almost $2 \times$ the mean slowdown.

Drop rate. We now measure the drop rates for the three protocols. By design, one would expect to see very different behavior in terms of packet drops between pFabric and the other two protocols — pHost and Fastpass. Indeed, pFabric is deliberately aggressive in sending packets, expecting the network to drop low priority packets in large numbers; in contrast, pHost and Fastpass explicitly schedule packets to avoid drops. Figure 5.5c shows the overall drop rate of each protocol under increasing network load for the Web Search workload. As expected, we see that pFabric has a high drop rate that increases with load while pHost and Fastpass see drop rates consistently close to zero even as load increases.

Figure 5.5f shows where drops occur in the network: we plot the absolute number of packet drops at each of the 4 hops in the network (end-host NIC queue, the aggregation switch upstream queue, the core switch queue, and the aggregation switch downstream queue); 511 million packets are injected into the network over the duration of the simulation (network load being 0.6). We see that for pFabric, the vast majority of packet drops occur in the first (61%) and last (39%) hop queue, with almost no drops in the two intermediate hops. In contrast, because pHost and Fastpass explicitly schedule packets, first and last hop drops are almost eliminated: both protocols experience zero drops at the first hop, the number of last hop drops for pHost and Fastpass are 836 and 0 packets respectively.

Finally, we note that the absolute number of drops within the network fabric is low for all three protocols: 33, 5 and 182 drops for pHost, pFabric, and Fastpass respectively, which represent less
than 0.00004% of the total packets injected into the network. This confirms our intuition that full bisection bandwidth networks together with packet spraying avoids most congestion (and hence the need for careful scheduling) within the network fabric.

**Varying network load.** Our evaluation so far used traffic generated at 0.6 network load. We now evaluate protocol performance for network load varying from 0.5–0.9, as reported in prior work. Figure 5.6 presents our results across the three workloads and protocols.

We observe that the relative performance of the different protocols across different network loads remains consistent with our results from above. This is to be expected as the distribution of short versus long flows remains unchanged with varying load.

We also note that, in all cases, performance degrades as network load increases. Closer examination revealed that in fact the overall network becomes unstable at higher loads; that is, with the network operating in a regime where it can no longer keep up with the generated input load. In Figure 5.7 we aim to capture this effect. In particular, the x-axis plots the fraction of packets (out of the total number of packets over the simulation time) that have arrived at the source as the simulation progresses; the y-axis plots the fraction of packets (again, out of the total number of packets across the simulation time) that have arrived at the source but have not yet been injected into the network by the source ("pending" packets). In a stable network, the fraction of pending packets would remain roughly constant over the duration of the simulation showing that the sources inject packets into the network at approximately the same rate at which they arrive. We observe that, at 0.6 load, this number does in fact remain roughly constant over time. However, at higher load, this number increases as the simulation progresses, indicating that packets arrive faster than the rate at which sources can inject them into the network. Measuring slowdown when operating in this unstable regime is unwise since the measured value depends closely on the duration of the simulation (e.g., in our experiments at 0.8 load, we could obtain arbitrarily high slowdowns for pFabric by simply tuning the length of the simulation run). This is the reason we select a network load of 0.6 as our default configuration (compared to the 0.8 used in pFabric).

**New Workloads.** Our results so far were based on three traces used in prior work. While these reflect existing production systems, network workloads will change as applications evolve and hence we sought to understand how pHost’s performance will change for workloads in which the ratio of short vs. long is radically different from that observed today. We thus created a synthetic trace that uses a simple bimodal distribution with short (3 packet) flows and long (700 packet) flows and vary the fraction of short flows from 0% to 99.5%. We show the corresponding mean slowdown in Figure 5.8. We make two observations. The first is that pHost once again matches pFabric’s performance over the spectrum of test cases. The second — and perhaps more interesting — observation is that the absolute value of slowdown (for all protocols) varies significantly as the distribution of short vs. long flows changes: for pFabric and pHost, the traces based on current workloads occupy the “sweet spot” in the trend. This shows that although pFabric and our own pHost achieve near-optimal performance (i.e., mean slowdown values close to 1.0) for existing traces, this is not the case for radically different workloads. Whether and how one might achieve
Figure 5.6: Performance of the three protocols across varying network loads.
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Figure 5.7: Stability analysis for pFabric. x-axis is the fraction of packets (out of total number of packets across the simulation) that have arrived at the source as the simulation progresses; y-axis is the fraction of packets (again, out of total number of packets across the simulation) that have yet not been injected into the network by the sources. pFabric is stable at 0.6 load, unstable beyond 0.7 load. We get similar results for pHost and Fastpass.

Figure 5.8: Mean slowdown of pHost, pFabric, and Fastpass in synthetic workload (with varying fraction of short flows). Both pFabric and pHost perform well when the trace is short flow dominated. Fastpass performs similar to pHost and pFabric when there are 90% long flows, but gets significantly worse as the fraction of short flows increases.

better performance for such workloads remains an open question for future work.

Varying switch parameters. We evaluate the impact of varying the per-port buffer size in switches. Figure 5.10 shows the mean slowdown with increasing switch buffer sizes for our Data Mining workload.\footnote{For small buffer sizes (< 36kB) pFabric’s performance degrades if we use the default values for its parameters (initial congestion window and retransmission timeout). Hence, for each buffer size, we experimented with a range of different parameter settings for pFabric and select the setting that offers the best slowdown.} We see that none of the three schemes is sensitive to the sizing of switch buffers,
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Figure 5.9: Performance of the three protocols across various traffic matrices. PHost performs better than pFabric and Fastpass for Permutation TM, and within 5% of pFabric for incast TM.

Varying less than 1% over the range of parameters evaluated even with tiny 6.2 KB buffers. We also evaluated variation of throughput with switch buffer sizes, for a workload with 100% long flows and 0.6 network load. The results for that evaluation were very similar with each protocol observing very little impact due to buffer sizes.

5.4.4 Flexibility

Our results so far focused purely on performance goals. However, in addition to performance, datacenter operators must also satisfy policy goals – e.g., ensuring isolation or fairness between different tenants. Compared to pFabric, PHost offers greater flexibility in meeting such policy goals since PHost can implement arbitrary policies for how tokens are granted and consumed at end-hosts. To demonstrate PHost’s flexibility, we consider a multi-tenant scenario in which two tenants have different workload characteristics and the operator would like the two tenants to fairly share network bandwidth while allowing each tenant to optimize for slowdown within its share. To achieve this in PHost, we configure PHost’s token selection mechanism and packet priority assignment to enforce fairness between the two tenants. This is a minor change: we replace the
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Figure 5.10: Both pHost and pFabric perform well even with tiny buffer sizes. Moreover, the performance of all the three protocols remains consistent across a wide range of switch buffer sizes.

Figure 5.11: pHost, by decoupling flow scheduling from the network fabric, makes it easy to implement diverse policy goals (e.g., fairness in a multi-tenant scenario). In this figure, one tenant gets greater throughput with pFabric (for reasons discussed in §5.4.4), while the throughput is more fairly allocated using pHost.

SRPT priority function with one that does SRPT for flows within a tenant, but enforces that the tenant with fewer bytes scheduled so far should be prioritized. Additionally we turn off data packet priorities (all packets go at the same priority) and remove “free token”.

We evaluate a scenario in which one tenant’s workload uses the IMC10 trace, while the other tenant’s workload uses the Web Search trace. Both the tenants inject the flows in their trace at the beginning of the simulation and we measure the throughput each tenant achieves. Figure 5.11 plots how the overall throughput of the network is shared between the two tenants in pFabric vs. pHost.

We see that pFabric allows the IMC10 tenant to achieve significantly higher throughput than the Web Search tenant. This is expected because the IMC10 workload has shorter flows and a smaller mean flow size than the Web Search workload (see Figure 5.2) and hence pFabric implicitly gives the IMC10 tenant higher priority. In contrast, with pHost, the two tenants see similar throughput.
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5.5 Related Work

Our work is related to two key network transport designs proposed recently: pFabric [16] and Fastpass [104]. pFabric is a distributed transport mechanism that achieves near-optimal performance in terms of flow completion times; however, pFabric requires specialized hardware that embeds a specific scheduling policy within the network fabric. This approach not only has the disadvantage of requiring specialized network hardware, but also limits generality — the scheduling algorithm cannot be altered to achieve diverse policy goals. Fastpass aims at generality using commodity network fabric along with a centralized scheduler, but loses many of pFabric’s performance benefits. pHost achieves the best of the two worlds: the near-optimal performance of pFabric, and the commodity network design of Fastpass.

We compare and contrast pHost design against other rate control and flow scheduling mechanisms below.

Rate Control in Datacenters. Several recent proposals in datacenter transport designs use rate control to achieve various performance goals, such as DCTCP [15], D$^2$TCP [131], D$^3$ [137], PDQ [65], PIAS [27], PASE [91]. Specifically, DCTCP uses rate control (via explicit network feedback) to minimize end-to-end latency for short flows. D$^2$TCP and D$^3$ use rate control to maximize the number of flows that can meet their respective deadlines. PDQ has goals similar to pFabric; while a radically different approach, PDQ has limitations similar to pFabric — it requires a complicated specialized network fabric that implements PDQ switches. While interesting, all the above designs lose the performance benefits of pFabric [16] either for short flows, or for long flows; moreover, many of these designs require specialized network hardware similar to pFabric. pHost requires no specialized hardware, no complex rate calculations at network switches, no centralized global scheduler and no explicit network feedback, and yet, performs surprisingly close to pFabric across a wide variety of workloads and traffic matrices.

Flow Scheduling in Datacenters. Hedera [14] performs flow scheduling at coarse granularities by assigning different paths to large flows to avoid collision. Hedera improves long flow performance, but ignores short flows that may require careful scheduling to meet performance goals when competing with long flows. Mordia [105] schedules at finer granularity (∼100µs), but may also suffer from performance issues for short flows. Indeed, 100µs corresponds to the time to transmit a ∼121KB flow in a datacenter with 10Gbps access link capacity. In the Data Mining trace, about 80% flows are smaller than that. Fastpass achieves superior performance by performing per-packet scheduling. However, the main disadvantage of Fastpass is the centralized scheduler that leads to performance degradation for short flows (as shown in §5.4). Specifically, Fastpass schedules an epoch of 8 packets(∼10µs) in order to reduce the scheduling and signaling overhead. So no pre-emption can happen once the 8 packets are scheduled, which fundamentally limits the performance of flows that are smaller than 8 packets. pHost also performs per-packet scheduling but avoids the scalability and performance issues of Fastpass using a completely distributed scheduling at the end hosts.
5.6 Conclusion

There has been tremendous recent work on optimizing flow performance in datacenter networks. The state-of-the-art transport layer design is pFabric, that achieves near-optimal performance but requires specialized network hardware that embeds a specific scheduling policy within the network fabric. We presented pHost, a new datacenter transport design that decouples scheduling policies from the network fabric and performs distributed per-packet scheduling of flows using the end-hosts. pHost is simple — it requires no specialized network fabric, no complex computations in the network fabric, no centralized scheduler and no explicit network feedback — and yet, achieves performance surprisingly close to pFabric across all the evaluated workloads and network configurations.
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Future Work and Conclusion

Future datacenters will continue to evolve to adapt to new technologies and workloads. As we have discussed, we observe multiple trends in datacenters—serverless computing, resource disaggregation, and priority-based congestion control. We envision that future research work could focus on the following aspects.

**Scalable Metadata Coordinator in Savanna.** Current Savanna implementation assumes that the Metadata Coordinator is on a single machine, which could be a single point of failure. However, there is no reason that we have to place this functionality on one machine. We have discussed in §3.3 using a RSM (Replicated State Machine) could potentially provide fault tolerance. Besides replicating the metadata coordinator for fault tolerance, the Metadata Coordinator can be sharded using distributed consensus protocols for better scaling property.

**Serverless Function Checkpointing.** Serverless frameworks often have execution time limitations so that the cloud vendor can easily schedule them. However, this could make it harder for application programmers to write their serverless functions. By using container checkpointing tools such as CRIU, we can checkpoint a function when it is running close to the time limit and restore it on other machines. This is akin to process migration in a multicore environment.

**POSIX Compliant Savanna.** Current Savanna implementation requires programmers to adopt a new API. To be more backward compatible, we can provide Savanna API using the FUSE interface so that Savanna can be mounted as a normal Linux partition.

**Efficient Swap.** As we have mentioned in §4.5 swap latency introduced by the OS page fault handler could be a significant source of overhead. Current block device driver assumes hard disk as the underlying storage and hence it optimizes the I/O by batching and issuing asynchronous I/O requests. However, when the backing storage is memory, batching and asynchronous I/O could negatively impact the performance. Therefore, a new page fault handling mechanism that can

---

[1]https://criu.org/
swap to remote memory more efficiently is necessary for future disaggregated datacenters.

**Serverless computing with remote memory.** For better resource provisioning, serverless frameworks often require a function to provide a resource limit, such as number of cores and memory limit. Exceeding the memory limit will lead to function failure. If the function could use remote memory, the memory limitation could be relaxed. We believe this would be an useful way to improve the memory utilization in a datacenter.

**GPU/FPGA/ASIC Disaggregation.** Accelerators such as GPU, FPGA and ASIC are common in modern datacenters. It would be very useful if they can be decoupled from the servers. For example, attaching a GPU at runtime to execute some matrix multiplication workload and detach it after use could effectively increase GPU utilization inside a datacenter. In fact, Amazon is already providing the Amazon EC2 Elastic GPU service that allows an user to attach a remote GPU when launching a EC2 instance.

As a summary, we study how to improve current datacenters by re-architecting the software stack, hardware stack, and network stack. At the software stack, we build Savanna, an extension to serverless framework that provides high performance, function level transaction and automatic fail recovery. At the hardware stack, we evaluate the network requirements for resource disaggregation, and find that using commodity network equipment is sufficient for disaggregation. At the network layer, we design pHost, which provides close-to-optimal flow completion time performance without using specialized hardware.
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